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Abstract

In this Major Qualifying Project, we explored utilizing ensemble learning and data visual-
ization to detect lateral movement from Advanced Persistent Threats (APTs) in enterprise
networks. We developed a detection framework for analysts to pinpoint malicious events
within a cybersecurity dataset from Los Alamos National Laboratory. Our project produced
two primary findings: ensemble learning significantly improved the detection rate of mali-
cious events, and a heatmap visualization can provide promising indications of suspicious
activity, but remains ultimately insufficient for reliably identifying APTs.
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Executive Summary

A new class of cyberattack known as the Advanced Persistent Threat (APT) has greatly in-
creased the difficulty of defending networks against intrusions and information theft, mainly
due to its stealthy nature and ability to hide within normal network activity. Many orga-
nizations use networks with strong external defenses, but significantly weaker defenses for
intra-network communications. This vulnerability allows any attackers who gain an initial
foothold in the network to spread rapidly via lateral movement between computers. Without
an effective method to detect malicious network access, cybersecurity analysts are unable to
determine whether an APT is in the network or if their data is at risk of theft.

Due to the abundance of network data events, a small fraction of which represent malicious
activity, even relatively accurate anomaly detectors will typically have high false positive
rates (causing them to flag a disproportionately large number of events as potentially suspi-
cious). Sorting through each flagged event and performing the necessary follow-up requires
significant time and concentration on the part of the analyst, resulting in increased fatigue.

Our goal was to identify effective methods of assisting analysts with the detection of lateral
movement, and then develop a proof-of-concept framework to support the analysts with the
methods we found. Our framework can ingest large activity records, activate multiple detec-
tors to identify anomalies in the data, and then use methods inspired by ensemble learning (a
common strategy of machine learning) to intelligently combine the results from each detec-
tor. We hypothesized that by integrating results from multiple detectors on the same data
to mitigate the individual weaknesses of each detector, we would improve our framework’s
overall detection rate while reducing false positives. Furthermore, we planned a visualiza-
tion based on mapping network events according to time and location (e.g., username, host
computer, IP address), which we hypothesized would display clearly anomalous patterns in
the event of lateral movement. Analysts could subsequently leverage the framework as a
useful first step in their investigation of APTs before looking further into suspicious users
or computers. Our framework provides an extensible base for analysts to freely add custom
datasets and anomaly detectors, with each component dedicated to independently inserting
or handling data in the central database.

We evaluated our framework’s effectiveness at reducing false positive rates by calculating the
Area Under the Receiver Operating Characteristic Curve (AUROCC), which compares the
false positive and true positive rates in a single metric, for each anomaly detector and their
combined results. Additionally, we obtained iterative feedback from MIT Lincoln Laboratory
(Lincoln Lab) analysts on the effectiveness of our visualization for identifying potential lateral
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movement as we improved its design. Finally, we conducted an informal assessment of the
framework’s usability with analysts and other Lincoln Lab researchers to obtain constructive
feedback for how the framework could be improved in the future. During this assessment,
we learned more about APTs and potential methods for lateral movement detection.

We evaluated our framework and tested our hypothesis by leveraging Los Alamos National
Laboratory’s cyber security dataset. We initially implemented two machine learning threat
detectors and tested them independently as well as part of an ensemble. To account for the
sheer size of the Los Alamos dataset, we trained and tested on a subset of the data. Due
to the low AUROCC of one of the detectors, however, our initial results were inconclusive.
We repeated the experiment with an artificial detector guaranteed to perform with a high
AUROCC. The results of this revised experiment showed that the ensemble detected threats
with a significantly higher AUROCC than either component threat detector, demonstrating
strong support for our first hypothesis.

For the evaluation of our second hypothesis, we generated an artificially small subset of the
Los Alamos dataset and provided analysts with the opportunity to use our visualization
with the goal of detecting users performing malicious lateral movement. This small dataset
proved necessary since evidence of lateral movement had been virtually impossible to find in
visualizations of the large datasets we used to evaluate our first hypothesis. Despite benefit-
ing from an initial training period and the opportunity to ask questions at any point during
the evaluations, none of the analysts performed significantly better than random guessing.
As such, the results from our experiment do not show support for our second hypothesis,
resulting in the conclusion that authentication visualizations with time and location values
alone are insufficient for extracting lateral movement patterns. However, the visualization
excelled at directing analysts toward users with abnormal numbers of accessed workstations,
and it can therefore function as an initial guiding step for highlighting potentially suspicious
users.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Organizations that rely on computers to work on sensitive data have always been at risk of
data theft due to the inherently vulnerable nature of hardware and software. Traditionally,
cyberattacks (malicious actions in cyberspace) have used any and all resources at their dis-
posal to gain disruptive access to as many computers as possible, stealing and selling any
valuable information uncovered in the chaos. This changed in the early 2000s, when ad-
vances in anti-malware technology and vulnerability patching made such “smash and grab”
attacks unrealistic to successfully execute. In response, attackers have switched tactics, fo-
cusing on methodical exfiltration operations over sweeping and destructive cyberattacks.
Computer networks (and any sensitive data they contain) are now extremely vulnerable to
specialized attacks aimed at specific targets. This has been demonstrated with a series of
large-scale cyberattacks, including Titan Rain (2003), Operation Aurora (2009), Stuxnet
(2010), and Red October (2012). These cyberattacks share a number of common features:
they targeted specific organizations, remained persistent throughout the attack, and uti-
lized advanced exploits. These three characteristics define a class of cyberattacks known as
Advanced Persistent Threats (APTs) [13].

APTs generally follow a consistent set of steps to complete their infiltration and informa-
tion theft operations. The steps of a typical APT are listed below, with the progress of a
hypothetical APT described in more detail at each step [13]:

1. Reconnaissance and Weaponization: Plan the attack by gathering information
about the target organization through social engineering and open-source intelligence
tools.

(a) Example: The APT attacker, after examining the social media accounts of
known low-level employees in the organization, finds that these employees are
frequently overworked and pressured by their supervisor to quickly address any
emails he sends them, including fully reading attached reports or presentations.

2. Delivery: Provide the exploit to the target, either directly (i.e., with phishing) or
indirectly (i.e., with ‘watering hole’ attacks in which commonly-used resources are
compromised).
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(a) Example: The APT spoofs their email address to closely resemble that of the
aforementioned supervisor. The attacker then sends emails with the subject
line “**URGENT** Report Review” and includes a PDF containing malicious
JavaScript code.

3. Initial Intrusion: Gain a “foothold” (access to a single host) in the network via either
stolen credentials or malicious code executed through a vulnerability in the victim’s
software.

(a) Example: Once the employees receive the email, they quickly open the report
to comply with the demand of their “supervisor”. The PDF report appears le-
gitimate, but after an employee agrees to run JavaScript on the form, the script
executes malware to start remote access tools for the APT to gain access to the
employee’s computer.

4. Command and Control: Control compromised computers to begin exploiting the
network. This step usually remains subtle and uses legitimate services, which are not
usually detected by anti-malware tools.

(a) Example: The APT gains a foothold in the network by using the executed remote
access tools to log into the compromised computer.

5. Lateral Movement: Move through the network by stealing the credentials of other
users (ideally gaining administrator or IT personnel information for maximum control)
in search of valuable data.

(a) Example: The APT downloads and runs tools designed to escalate their new user
privileges and extract stored password hashes on the compromised computer. In
the process, they find a Virtual Machine (VM) that many users have logged onto
and use their acquired password hashes to log into the VM itself. From here, the
APT repeats the privilege-escalation and credential theft to log onto computers
with credentials accessible from the VM.

6. Data Exfiltration: Compress and encrypt acquired sensitive data before transmitting
it out of the network with a secure protocol.

(a) Example: One of the VM users holds employee payroll spreadsheets in their
desktop active directory, which demonstrates that the organization has been vi-
olating minimum wage laws. Once the APT finds this data, they use the Secure
Copy Protocol (SCP) to copy the payroll spreadsheet to a secure computer out-
side the network, then proceed to submit these records to WikiLeaks in order to
expose the organization’s private data.

Despite what this simplified example indicates, the APT does not necessarily exit the network
after its initial data exfiltration. APTs can linger in networks for months or even years
without being detected, repeatedly exfiltrating data and building network backdoors for
future infiltrations. There are several ways to mitigate the effects of APTs before they have
reached their target. The first and most frequently used method is prevention, or securing
an organization’s cyberspace against external threats to deter all but the most persistent
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APTs. The second is detection, or analyzing events in an organization’s cyberspace for
signs of APTs. The third, initiating an appropriate response to the detected APT, is vital
for mitigating further network damage during an ongoing threat, but will produce limited
results if the first two steps provided insufficient protection against APTs [13]. In this Major
Qualifying Project (MQP), we focus on supporting cybersecurity analysts (specialists in
preventing, detecting, and responding to threats) with the detection of the lateral movement
stage of APTs in enterprise networks.

Problem Statement

Detecting lateral movement is challenging because APTs generally move through the network
extremely slowly and subtly. Though their behavior differs from that of a normal user or
administrator, these differences often occur in ways that are difficult to detect, especially
since anti-malware tools completely ignore most APT attack vectors [13].

Additionally, many organizations have large networks that generate far too many events for
any single analyst to inspect manually [13]. Thus, analysts will frequently conduct intrusion
detection autonomously through either signature-based or anomaly-based detection systems.
Although such automated approaches to intrusion detection have demonstrated an ability
to label malicious events with a relatively low false negative rate, they often incur high false
positive rates.

This MQP addresses the following two problems with lateral movement detection:

1. Problem One: Automated intrusion detectors often have high false positive rates.

2. Problem Two: Cybersecurity analysts cannot easily distinguish lateral movement
from normal behavior.

Hypotheses

We drew motivation from data visualization and ensemble learning, respectively, to solve
the two problems stated in the Problem Statement. Data visualization is the practice of
graphically presenting data to an analyst, who can learn patterns that are difficult or im-
possible for automated systems to detect. Ensemble learning intelligently combines multiple
biased predictions (which are synonymous with alerts in this context) into a single, more
accurate prediction. They are typically used in machine learning, where the strategy has
been shown to produce models with an improved Area Under the Receiver Operating Char-
acteristic Curve (AUROCC) (a metric that accounts for both the false positive rate and the
false negative rate of the prediction). We predicted that ensembles would help address the
first problem specified by this MQP and data visualization would help address the second.
More specifically, our MQP posed the following hypotheses:

1. Hypothesis One: An anomaly detector ensemble that combines the predictions from
a sufficiently diverse set of component anomaly detectors will detect malicious events
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with an AUROCC that is greater than or equal to the average AUROCC of its com-
ponent detectors.

2. Hypothesis Two: A visualization that organizes anomalous events based on each
event’s time, location, and suspicion level will allow an analyst to determine whether
a given pattern of events is caused by lateral movement.

Goals

Because our MQP is hypothesis-driven, we primarily focused on determining the validity of
both hypotheses listed above. Additionally, we developed a proof-of-concept framework to
help analysts detect lateral movement by providing the following features:

• Supporting the insertion of any time-stamped cybersecurity dataset that is location-
oriented (i.e., has a field that specifies where the event occurred) and includes ground
truth (a method to reliably determine which events are malicious over some subset of
the data).

• Supporting the installation of anomaly detectors in a language-agnostic plugin system.

• Assigning events with a suspicion level (predicted probability of the given event being
malicious) based on an ensemble of installed anomaly detectors.

• Creating an interactive visualization of events based on their time, location, and sus-
picion level.

We designed our framework to accept arbitrary datasets and anomaly detection plugins
as well as a variety of visualization strategies. Next, we developed our sample detectors
as simple machine learning models, and we built our proof-of-concept visualization as a
heatmap based on the events’ time, location (i.e., the user or computer associated with the
event), and suspicion level. We decided to limit our project to visualizations using these three
dimensions because they would be the most useful for detecting lateral movement. Because
our framework could use machine learning models as detectors, each detector required a
clear definition on how it would be trained. We partitioned each dataset was into “train”
and “test” data, and only showed the “test” data in our visualization. This practice ensured
that all machine learning models could train on the same portion of the data and thus could
support meaningful comparisons between each other.

After designing an initial structure, we conducted interviews with analysts to incorporate
their input into our design. We determined that our visualization would enable a set of
basic user interactions: adding and managing datasets and detector plugins, filtering events,
changing the field used for location, and selecting a specific cell to see all events that occurred
in that combination of location and timeframe. We decided not to implement capabilities
such as note-taking, a highly useful feature for analysts [10], because pure usability compo-
nents lay outside the scope of our project and could easily be implemented in future versions
of our framework. To the best of our knowledge, a framework using the same backend and
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visualization concepts had not yet been attempted; our overall goal was to test its potential
for future use and development.

Evaluation

We evaluated our framework based on its performance for the required use cases and how
thoroughly it enabled us to prove or disprove our hypotheses. We would designate our
framework as highly successful if it validated our hypotheses and proved usable and stable
during experimental usage, but disproving our hypotheses would not automatically invalidate
the framework’s value. Evidence against our hypotheses would indicate that our proof-of-
concept visualization design was insufficient for detecting lateral movement, providing an
informative result for lateral movement detection research as a whole.

We evaluated Hypothesis One with two detectors, both implemented as simple machine
learning models so we could quickly gain accurate predictions, and assessed the result of
combining their predictions over multiple trials. We initiated the trial runs by partitioning
the data in a reproducible way, training the detectors on a training set, and evaluating
their results on the test set. Afterward, we combined the average results across all trials
to form the overall result. If the detectors were too similar, or their AUROCC too low, we
would repeat the experiment. If the ensemble of detectors had a greater AUROCC than the
individual detectors, we would subsequently consider the experiment as validating evidence
for Hypothesis One.

We evaluated Hypothesis Two by visualizing the authentication data for a small sample of
users over a specific time window. We presented our visualization to multiple analysts and
asked them to determine which users in a small dataset were involved in lateral movement.
If the analysts found the framework useful and could usually locate lateral movement accu-
rately, the experiment would serve as evidence toward Hypothesis Two. Conversely, if the
analysts could not reliably detect lateral movement, our experiment would provide evidence
against Hypothesis Two.
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Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Advanced Persistent Threats

Among the most common modern threats to the security of vital information for companies,
governments, and organizations alike, perhaps none have caused such a devastating impact
as the cyberattacks classified as Advanced Persistent Threats, or APTs. APTs are advanced
because they use highly complex and intricate tactics to enter and navigate a target network,
and persistent for their ability to remain undetected once inside a network for long durations
of time [46]. From the 2003 Titan Rain attack on FBI and NASA-controlled military data
to the 2010 Stuxnet Worm designed to steal nuclear infrastructure data from Iran, APTs
continue to remain the threat model of choice for large, sophisticated organizations in search
of heavily-guarded intellectual property [46].

There are several factors that make APTs critically damaging in nature: in particular,
unlike traditional attacks aimed at simply spreading damage across their victim’s domain and
stealing any information available, an APT will virtually always have a specific target in mind
when conducting reconnaissance and will search for exceptionally valuable data to acquire
(e.g., national security data, trade secrets) [13]. This leads to measured, premeditated attacks
upon the target organization that are specifically designed to exploit the target network’s
vulnerabilities, frequently utilizing tailor-made social engineering tactics for users in the
network [46]. In addition, because APTs normally aim for a very narrow set of intellectual
property, the perpetrators are likely to organize long-term campaigns and persist in their
operations over a far longer span of time than other attackers would [13]. As a result, APTs
are considerably less likely to be deterred or shift their focus if initial break-in attempts are
unsuccessful. Finally, due to the delicate nature of their operations, APTs usually prioritize
stealth when orchestrating any illicit activity in the target network [13]. APTs will use
tactics such as encryption of network traffic to hide themselves within normal user activity
as long as possible, sometimes remaining undetected until months after their attack has
concluded [13]. With an emphasis on relentlessly pursuing specific targets and attempting
to avoid detection for as long as possible, APTs pose security challenges that deviate widely
from the norm.
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Lateral Movement

For any APT requiring information that is inaccessible from the initial compromised com-
puter, lateral movement is essential to gain access to high-value information in the network.
Once the APT obtains complete access to the foothold computer (the first computer the
APT reaches in the network), they will attempt to progress into more network devices, pri-
marily by utilizing resources available on their foothold computer. By accessing restricted
files and stealing other users’ credentials with privilege escalation attacks, the APT can be-
gin logging into new computers and accounts, expanding their hold on the network. This
campaign of credential theft enables APTs to masquerade as a number of legitimate users
within the network, including some with increased privileges such as administrators or IT
personnel [37] [47]. This pattern of attack allows attackers to gradually expand across hosts
in the network, increasing their level of control while accumulating sensitive information [15].

Strategies for Executing Lateral Movement

Since attackers require both user credentials and privilege escalation to begin accessing other
network computers, many lateral movement methods involve delving into the computers
the APT controls to find any data that allows access to other users. One of the most
effective methods of obtaining new user credentials is a pass-the-hash exploit to harvest
cached password hashes on user computers. In order to allow legitimate users to remotely
access network resources, Windows computers on a network will store the results of their
passwords locally after entering a hash function; authenticating users who have not yet
accessed the remote network will have their passwords compared against this local hash
to gain access [37]. While this process of saving password hashes locally provides a simple
method of authentication for users logging in remotely, it also provides an avenue of approach
for APTs to access the password hashes and use them to authenticate as various other
users [37]. Similarly, attackers can copy Kerberos Ticket Granting Tickets (TGTs) provided
to users after successful logins for repeated access to network resources in a pass-the-ticket
exploit [44].

Pass-the-hash attacks are primarily possible due to inherent vulnerabilities present within
MS Windows’ Single Sign-On (SSO) authentication systems, including both the archaic
LAN Manager (LM) and current NT LAN Manager (NTLM) methods [14]. When a user
successfully logs into a Windows-based network by authenticating toward a domain controller
on a client computer, the Local Security Authority Subsystem Service (LSASS) process will
store the password hash in memory on this computer [22]. After the initial login and hash
storage, the user can access permitted network resources without repeatedly entering their
password; on each attempt, the network server will issue a login challenge request to the
client, which will automatically present their local password hash and request for the domain
controller to compare it against the server’s copy of the hash [38]. If the two hashes match,
the server will be approved to complete the client’s original request. As such, under the
Windows LM or NTLM authentication methods, an attacker who has obtained a user’s
password hash will receive access to the same network resources as those available from
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having obtained a cleartext password. Figure 2.1 illustrates the usage of password hashes in
a pass-the-hash attack [14].

Figure 2.1: Complete illustration of a pass-the-hash attack using password hashes, courtesy
of Ed Skoudis [14].

The Internet provides a multitude of free tools to facilitate hash dumping, and while these
tools require administrative rights on the target computer to dump hashes from Windows
databases or memory, they provide a straightforward method of initiating a pass-the-hash
attack once this prerequisite has been met. Local tools such as pwdump, fgdump, and gsec-
dump use DLL injection techniques to obtain hashes from active and cached login sessions,
providing a quick method of accessing hashes for later use if the attacker receives local access
to their compromised computer [14]. However, remotely dumping hashes is also a possibility;
after establishing a connection with the target computer, attackers can combine the afore-
mentioned local tools with Windows PsExec (a system tool to execute processes on remote
machines) to begin the hash collection process remotely [22]. Furthermore, several pass-
the-hash attack suites, including Metasploit and Hernan Ochoa’s Pass-The-Hash Toolkit,
combine the initial hash dump process with tools to begin directly utilizing newly collected
hashes for authentication, streamlining the attack process for the APT’s benefit [22].

Made possible by inherent Windows authentication vulnerabilities and exacerbated by well-
supported online tools, pass-the-hash remains an extremely successful method for APTs to
obtain stolen credentials and propagate through their target networks. Since authentications
with password hashes can be either a benign operation performed by remote network users
or a malicious act of lateral movement started by attackers, the mere use of hashes cannot
be used to cleanly differentiate the two or trace APTs by their login records alone [38]. In-
stead, analysts viewing authentication records must search for notable behavioral anomalies
pertaining to the users who have logged in during the recorded time range. There is no
single algorithm to conclusively designate anomalous user behavior as indicative of lateral
movement, but common heuristics include significant deviations from the user’s normal work
schedule (i.e., logging in at 3:00 AM on a Saturday morning), multiple new network machine
logins in a short period of time, or attempts to access network resources or devices normally
above their privilege level. By investigating users who exhibit these behaviors in their net-
work logs, analysts can eliminate users with justified reasons for performing the above and
search for further anomalous activity in other logs (e.g., processes, DNS) from those who
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remain.

Lateral Movement Detection

Since an APT will increase their chances of obtaining sensitive data each time they gain access
to a new computer, lateral movement functions as a critical step for an APT; its level of
success will heavily dictate the impact of the entire campaign, along with the potential success
for future APTs if the attackers install a network backdoor after obtaining administrative
access in the network [47]. Lateral movement is also frequently the longest and most cautious
step within an entire APT’s campaign. APTs normally camouflage their movements and
activities among benign network traffic to remain undetected. By avoiding any actions that
would appear immediately suspicious to monitoring analysts, the APT gradually expands
their reach in the network [13]. This makes detecting and responding to lateral movement
as early as possible a critical step in minimizing the overall damage an attacker can cause.

However, introducing measures to either prevent lateral movement or detect an in-progress
attack can be extremely challenging or impractical for network analysts. While pass-the-hash
and pass-the-ticket exploits can be prevented with multi-factor authentication (requiring the
user to verify their identity on a second secure device rather than simply providing the pass-
word hash), they remain some of the most frequently utilized methods of gaining control
over a computer [37]. Since these methods will generally use legitimate administrative tools
(e.g., PsExec) or other authorized methods to cover their tracks, analysts cannot receive
explicit alerts regarding whether password hashes have been exploited during an authentica-
tion event [47]. Rather than build monitoring tools to directly detect a pass-the-hash attack,
analysts must generally investigate the authentication records collected on the network in
hopes of discovering unusual patterns of user activity [44].

2.2 Intrusion Detection

As defined by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), intrusion detection
is “the process of monitoring the events occurring in a computer system or network and
analyzing them for signs of possible incidents” [42]. However, due to the number of events
under analysis, the problem is impractical for human consideration alone [7]: as shown in
a report on intrusion detection, manual detection only found 2% of the malicious events
that an automated system detected [8]. Intrusion detection is often automated using either
signature-based or anomaly-based approaches, as explained below [8] [48] [26].

Signature-Based Approaches

Signature-based approaches (also referred to as misuse-based approaches) classify events as
either malicious or benign based on “signatures”, or patterns of events that are known to be
malicious. For example, events related to creating symbolic links to password files in UNIX
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systems would be flagged by these approaches, as such activity is frequently correlated with
privilege escalation attacks. In general, signature-based approaches are appropriate when
reliable detection of known attacks is necessary; however, they cannot detect novel attack
methods [8] [26].

Signature-based approaches may be implemented in one of two ways: expert systems and
state transitions. Expert systems allow analysts to enter classification rules, typically as
if-else statements, that determine how the engine will classify events. Doing so allows the
analyst to control the performance of the classification engine [8]. One such expert system
is the APT-Hunter [44], which we will discuss in detail in Section 2.6: Related Works.
Conversely, state transition detection models the states of the network and the transitions
between these states to detect intrusions. This allows state transition models to easily
detect variants of known attacks, as well as slow attacks that are distributed throughout the
network [8].

Anomaly-Based Approaches

Anomaly-based approaches flag an event as anomalous (or malicious) if the event deviates
from what is known to be normal (or benign) behavior [8] [26] [48]. Anomaly-based intrusion
detection relies on two basic assumptions:

• Users exhibit patterns of behavior that are both predictable and consistent [8].

• The behavior of an attacker differs from that of a normal user [26].

In general, anomaly-based approaches have the advantage of detecting new forms of attacks;
however, they often suffer from high false positive rates [26]. Although anomaly-based in-
trusion detection can be realized without machine learning [8], the field is mainly dominated
by machine learning implementations [48].

Machine Learning for Anomaly Detection

Machine learning is the practice of developing algorithms that learn to make intelligent
predictions based on past data. Machine learning has been widely applied to intrusion
detection because it allows for flexibility and adaptability when modeling interdependencies.
However, supervised machine learning requires a set of labeled training data, which is often
difficult to obtain in the domain of cybersecurity [48].

Common machine learning techniques that have been applied to anomaly-based intrusion
detection include the following [48]:

• Bayesian Network: A model that represents the conditional dependencies between
random variables through a directed graph.

• Markov Model: A model that represents the system as a set of visible (Markov
Chain) or hidden (Hidden Markov Model) states and transitions.
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• Neural Network: A model that make decisions by propagating data through a net-
work of neurons, each of which has an input, output, and activation function.

• Fuzzy Logic Techniques: A technique that uses approximate reasoning from fuzzy
set theory to make predictions.

• Genetic Algorithms: A technique based on ideas from evolutionary biology (e.g.,
recombination, selection, inheritance, and mutation) to generate a model over a series
of ‘generations’ with iterative improvements.

• Clustering and Outlier Detection: A technique that uses distance measurements
to form clusters of similar data points.

• Data Mining: A technique using sophisticated algorithms to find patterns and rela-
tionships in large datasets.

The performance of a classifier is generally measured in terms of the Receiver Operating
Characteristic (ROC) curve. A ROC curve “depicts the relative trade off between the benefits
(True Positives) and the costs (False Positives)” [16] by plotting the true positive rate against
the false positive rate (at different cutoff points for models that give continuous output, or at
a single point for models that give discrete classifications). Figure 2.2 demonstrates a sample
ROC curve. In this MQP, we will evaluate the performance of a machine learning model by
calculating the Area Under the Receiver Operating Characteristic Curve (AUROCC), which
is an important and commonly-used metric in machine learning [16].

Figure 2.2: An example Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve. The solid line
represents the performance of the actual classifier, and the dashed line represents the per-
formance from random guessing [4].
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2.3 Ensemble Predictions

Ensemble learning is an increasingly popular technique to improve the results of machine
learning models. It uses a diverse set of models to achieve results better than those of any
individual model. Although the algorithms used to combine predictions are mainly used in
the context of machine learning, several of them can be used in any context where multiple
predictions are combined into a single result.

The intuitive explanation behind ensemble learning states that if each model has different
errors, and the results of all models are combined intelligently, the overall error rate will
subsequently drop [40]. The mathematics of ensemble learning is outside of the scope of
this project, but can be found in articles by Ludmila [30], Polikar [40], and Krogh [45]. At
worst, ensemble learning simply reduces the risk of overfitting, which refers to the tendency
of models to learn details specific to the training set and thus lower their ability to generalize
on real data. Although the accuracy of the ensemble may not exceed that of its most accurate
model, the ensemble will be much less likely to make egregious errors. However, in many
cases, ensemble learning can approach the optimal error rate as long as the error rate of each
individual model is less than 50% [40].

ensemble learning may also be appliable for problems that are difficult or impossible to solve
with a single model. This can happen if the dataset is too large, the problem is too complex,
or the data comes from multiple sources (or is otherwise heterogeneous). Ensemble learning
allows each model to focus on a manageable subset of the problem space, and an intelligent
rule for combining them frequently makes the ensemble more efficient and effective than any
one model [40].

In theory, large and well-designed ensembles can achieve globally optimal performance in
the general case [45], which is better than can be expected of any one model. Although
ensembles of such size are not feasible to implement, realistically sized ensembles can still
achieve good results. Real data is noisy, but ensembles are designed to deal with noise.
Training individual models on subsets of the data results in biased models, but their biases
cancel out if they have sufficient differences, measured as “diversity” [45]. Ensemble diversity
is still ill-defined [30], but it can be increased by creating models that differ as much as
possible from each other. This is performed by training different types of models, training
each model on different datasets, or using different features to train different models. An
especially effective way to ensure ensemble diversity is to use “unstable” models, which are
sensitive to small differences in their training data and will thus diverge even on similar data.
Unstable models are typically employed on different (yet overlapping) subsets of the training
data [40].

Reliably measuring the diversity of ensembles is still an unsolved problem, but there are
several metrics that are known to correlate with ensemble accuracy. In addition, most of the
metrics used are strongly correlated with each other; that is, they appear to measure the
same attributes of the ensemble. An important finding is that all diversity measures have
a threshold for guaranteed improvement; any ensemble with a diversity greater than this
threshold is guaranteed to improve over the single best model it contains. In the general
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case, the Q-Statistic is recommended as the most widely applicable and intuitive metric [30].

Regardless of how well models in an ensemble are chosen, however, the overall ensemble is
useless if it does not combine predictions intelligently. There are two general methods for
properly combining predictions. The first, dynamic classifier selection, attempts to select
the most relevant model for the given sample of data and only uses the output from that
model. The second, classifier fusion, involves generating a whole new prediction from the
predictions of individual models run in parallel. Classifier fusion is the most relevant to this
project because it is practically designed to integrate multiple data sources rather than simply
getting the most accurate prediction on any given event. The best way to implement classifier
fusion depends on the nature of the problem, but there are several standard methods [40].
Nevertheless, care should be taken when choosing and combining models; in one case, the
removal of the worst-performing classifier in a five-classifier ensemble actually improved the
ensemble results [49]. The choice of fusion technique may also depend on the quality of the
models involved. Dynamic classifier selection generally works best when the models in use
have been optimized, but ensembles using simple voting techniques did not show noticeable
improvement (and occasionally performed worse than their component models) when using
optimized models. In general, both algorithm types work best on large or complex datasets,
which is what ensembles are most useful for to begin with [49] [40].

2.4 Data Visualization

In attempting to maximize true positives and minimize false positives when monitoring
a network for threats, analysts will frequently strategically divide the workload between
computer and human actors to better leverage the strengths of each [2]. While machine-based
analytics are adept at processing large sets of data and deriving mathematical conclusions
about the environment, the human eye far surpasses the performance of computers when
discovering and understanding patterns in a visual layout of the data [35]. For this reason,
the field of cybersecurity visualization aspires to blend both roles into a single application,
one in which large sets of abstract (non-physical) data are sensibly presented on a visual
canvas to aid human operators in locating important patterns [2].

The process of converting collection data into a graphical display within a visualization is
divided into the following three steps [2]:

1. Data Transformation: The process of mapping raw, unprocessed data into more
organized data tables with consistent metadata schemas.

2. Visual Mapping: The process of creating structures with spatial and graphical prop-
erties out of aspects of the data tables.

3. View Transformation: The process of developing encompassing views of the visual
structures by manipulating graphical parameters (e.g., position, scale, color, shading).

A primary feature of visualization applications actively used in threat detection (compared
to applications that passively summarize the results of past threat detections in graphs)
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is the tool’s interactivity, providing the analyst using the tool with settings to alter the
display to better locate or understand visual patterns in the data [2]. Interaction features in
visualizations are critical to aiding the analyst in discovering patterns in the data, primarily
due to the immense size of many datasets that require analysis [35]. When records on the
order of millions or billions are all visually presented to the operator on a single canvas, there
is a significant risk of losing important patterns in the clutter of surrounding data [35].

For this reason, many visualizations are outfitted with interactive features for the analyst
to manipulate and reduce the onscreen data based on both inherent knowledge about their
dataset and any noticeable patterns that appear [2]. By following the principle of “Overview -
Filter - Details on Demand,” visualizations can leverage interactivity in order to both present
the analyst with the entirety of their dataset and help them focus on patterns pertinent
to threat detection. For instance, many visualizations support on-demand filtering and
clustering according to shared properties, utilizing Gestalt principles to convey meaningful
association of the reorganized data to the operator [35]. Other interactive features outside
this principle will typically provide general support to the analyst’s task, such as saving
sessions, creating labels or shortcuts for important data points, or dumping the underlying
records surrounding a relevant section of the visualization into external files for further
analysis [2].

In the field of network security, visualization tools are particularly useful for conducting
analytics due to their numerous methods for visually presenting complex datasets. As lat-
eral movement (by definition) involves the exploration of a malicious actor through various
nodes (i.e., computers and servers) of a network, detection processes seeking to conclusively
determine if lateral movement has occurred must incorporate multiple dimensions of infor-
mation into their analysis. In particular, understanding the connectivity of different nodes
will allow the operator to determine whether anomalous events occurring at different parts
of the network are related, and the times of these events can convey a possible order in
which the nodes were compromised [31]. To effectively negotiate both the time and location
of various network events and judge the probability that an anomalous event indicates lat-
eral movement, visualizations can use various properties of the data as dimensions in visual
structures. For instance, a network graph consisting of connected nodes can use line thick-
ness to represent the level of traffic between connected computers and a color gradient for
the degree of the anomaly, while a sliding bar can manipulate time to view this activity at
various points throughout the dataset [23]. Figure 2.3 provides an example of a visualization
in which communicating nodes are connected with lines and clustered node communities are
denoted with colors [31].

Lateral Movement Visualizations

To aid in the search for malicious lateral movement across networks, various visualizations
have been developed for ingesting network activity records and mapping the events. The
type of interaction (e.g., rule-based or manual filtering, anomaly-based or signature-based de-
tection) and presentation style will vary depending on the available information, but lateral
movement visualizations will generally allow analysts to sift through a very large collection
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Figure 2.3: Network visualization that uses colors and lines to demonstrate node clustering
and connectedness, respectively [31].
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of network data, isolate suspicious activities, and follow up on any highlighted records [5].
By working with these visualizations to develop initial suspicions regarding possible lat-
eral movement, analysts can quickly focus on the most important records and subsequently
confirm or deny an APT’s presence with greater confidence.

One of the most popular lateral movement visualization methods involves the use of graphs,
frequently depicting network computers or servers as nodes and their internal communica-
tions as edges [36]. Closely mirroring the usual depiction of computer networks as connected
graphs, these visualizations provide an intuitive display of the network’s layout and - when
properly filtered - allow analysts to quickly discover suspicious relationships between users
and network resources [34]. Figure 2.4 shows a filtered view of network communications to
demonstrate lateral movement between two computers [5].

Figure 2.4: Lateral movement network visualization filtered to display the use of PsExec to
move maliciously between two computers, identified as 192.168.1.100 and 192.168.1.104 [5].

Furthermore, if IP address data is available to supplement user and computer details in
authentication records, graph nodes can be clustered into subnets, with notable communi-
cations between nodes of separate subnets clearly visible for analysis [36]. However, when
authentication records do not have sufficient information to properly organize the network
nodes, this type of visualization can rapidly gain complexity as the number of edges grows,
requiring longer analyses to sort the arrangement of nodes into an understandable view [29].
Figures 2.5 and 2.6 depict graphical representations of standard and administrator user com-
munications, demonstrating the noticeable difference in complexity between the two user
graphs [29].

Another type of visualization used to depict lateral movement is a two-dimensional matrix,
which arranges network communications in a grid according to two individual fields in the
network records (e.g., time and IP address, or time and user). Matrices frequently provide
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Figure 2.5: Network authentication graph from a typical user without administrative access
at Los Alamos National Laboratory, over a four-month period [29].

Figure 2.6: Network authentication graph from a typical user with administrative access at
Los Alamos National Laboratory, over a four-month period [29].
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information in the form of pixel maps (specifically outlining patterns of events in sparse
grids with large open spaces) or heatmaps (which shade each square to depict the intensity
of the event it represents) [5] [18]. These visualizations are useful for their ability to show
noticeable patterns and outliers in data when the number of fields in the records are limited,
but the number of total records can be quite large; as such, they are particularly well-
suited for identifying overarching patterns among the vast number of users and their network
activities [5]. Figures 2.7 and 2.8 show an example of a clear pattern that arises from a matrix
visualization of user activity profiles: Figure 2.7’s depiction of normal network activity shows
no regular trend, while Figure 2.8’s depiction of records with anomalous activity clearly
demonstrates an outlier from normal behavior in the form of an intense column of access in
a short moment of time [18]. Once the analyst has identified all of the profiles demonstrating
these anomalies, they can return to the records used to build the visualization and investigate
further activities performed by the suspicious users (such as usage of PsExec as identified
by network sniffers).

Figure 2.7: User profile heatmap with normal activity. The X-axis is time, while the Y-axis
is resources accessed by the isolated user [18].

Both graph and matrix visualizations provide useful information to the analyst regarding
the state of the network and potential trends of anomalous activity that may require further
investigation. By filtering the initial appearance of the visualization, either automatically
through coded rules or manually via clustering or changeable thresholds, the analyst can
quickly begin compiling a list of network computers, users, IP addresses, or other identifying
features to continue investigating [5]. A particularly effective visualization for guiding the
analyst in their initial triage of lateral movement will provide all of these features in an
intuitive manner. Such a visualization will generally initially provide the analyst with a
comprehensive view of the network records, then filter the appearance to remove clearly
benign or irrelevant events, locate noticeable patterns in the events that remain, and -
finally - extract raw data from particularly suspicious areas to conduct forensics.
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Figure 2.8: User profile heatmap with notable anomalous activity between August 19 and
September 9. The X-axis is time, while the Y-axis is resources accessed by the isolated
user [18].

2.5 Cybersecurity Datasets

Access to data that is both realistic and abundant is essential for the development and
evaluation of data analysis and visualization tools. Unfortunately, data sources that capture
lateral movement, or APTs in general, are rare. There are three main reasons for this:

1. Cybersecurity data sources are sensitive; an organization that releases data containing
traces of an APT may be announcing security vulnerabilities and putting itself at risk.

2. The instruments (either software or hardware) needed to adequately document events
within a network are expensive; this makes it relatively rare for organizations to have
sufficient instrumentation.

3. APTs are uncommon when compared to other cybersecurity threats; thus, many data
sources simply do not contain any APT activity.

This MQP addressed these issues by considering publicly available datasets that contain
redteam activity. Because such datasets are public, we did not need to collect our own data
or risk releasing sensitive information. Additionally, datasets that contain redteam data will
likely exhibit patterns similar to APTs. With this in mind, this MQP primarily considered
the Comprehensive Multi-Source Cyber Security Events dataset published by Los Alamos
National Laboratory. However, in the case that this data source proved to be inadequate for
the needs of this MQP, we planned to consider datasets including the KDD-99, Mid-Atlantic
Collegiate Cyber Defense Competition, CTU-13, or those listed at [43] and [6].
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Comprehensive Multi-Source Cyber Security Events

Los Alamos National Laboratory supports a publicly available dataset referred to as the
Comprehensive Multi-Source Cyber Security Events. The events in this data were collected
from the laboratory’s internal network across a 58-day period. This dataset – which we will
refer to as the Los Alamos dataset – contains five collections [28]:

1. Authentication Events: Microsoft Windows based authentication events collected
from individual computers, servers, and Active Directory.

2. Process Events: Microsoft Windows based stop and start events of processes running
on individual computers and servers.

3. Network Flow Events: Network flow events collected from central routers within
the network.

4. DNS Events: Lookup events collected from central DNS servers in the network.

5. Redteam Events: Specific events from the authentication data that are indicative
of known redteam activity (controlled attacks simulated by Los Alamos personnel to
expose network vulnerabilities).

User-Computer Authentication Associations in Time

In addition to the Comprehensive Multi-Source Cyber Security Events, Los Alamos National
Laboratory supports the User-Computer Authentication Associations in Time dataset. This
dataset represents the successful authentication events within the laboratory’s internal net-
work across a period of nine months [20].

KDD-99

The International Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining Tools Competition sponsors the
KDD-99 dataset, which was used in the 1999 competition. This dataset contains connection
events that are labeled as either malicious or benign [32].

Mid-Atlantic Collegiate Cyber Defense Competition 2012

The Mid-Atlantic Collegiate Cyber Defense Competition is an annual cybersecurity compe-
tition for college students. These students try to defend a network that is under attack from
a redteam. This dataset represents the packet captures (via Wireshark) from 17 unique
teams [3].

This dataset has been publicly analyzed by BRO, a popular intrusion detection system,
and was found to contain events representing connections, DHCP, DNS, files, FTP, HTTP,
notices, signatures, SMTP, SSH, SSL, tunnels, and miscellaneous activity [43].
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CTU-13

The CTU-13 dataset is a network traffic dataset consisting of 13 different malware captures.
The events represent normal background traffic and malicious botnet traffic. The data is
available as both network flows and packet captures [17].

2.6 Related Works

Although our project built on several established technologies, there were few other projects
that combined them in quite the same way. We found two tools that related to our intended
project; the APT-Hunter [44] and the Suspiciousness Cascading Graph Detection Method
(SCGDM) [25].

APT-Hunter

The APT-Hunter is a tool designed to help analysts detect suspicious authentication activity,
which is strongly associated with lateral movement. The tool is designed to leverage the
domain knowledge of analysts and aid their intuition with a visualization and a signature-
based alert system. The visualization is a simple node-link diagram of the network being
monitored, with nodes linked via authentication events and grouped by location. The analyst
can filter events, view metadata as layers, and - most importantly - add rules to classify events
as either benign or malicious activity. The addition of a rule can be accomplished with a
simple interface. The language created for the APT-Hunter allows the analyst to define
rules that can be general or specific and optionally focus on allowable times, maximum
login failures, and frequency of logins as further restrictions. Although the APT-Hunter
requires significant domain knowledge, it effectively leverages the insight of the analyst while
minimizing their exposure to false alerts [44].

The benefit of this type of tool is that it is transparent to the analyst and improves over time
as they learn more about the network and create more rules. The drawback, however, is that
attackers who know the rules in use can hide their activity among benign behavior [44]. The
APT-hunter is related to our project because it provides a full backend and visualization,
but allows the analyst to decide whether a given pattern of alerts is an indication of lateral
movement. It gives more control to the analyst than our framework does, which could make
it more effective in the right hands, but it is also less user-friendly and requires a greater
investment before it can begin generating useful alerts.

Suspiciousness Cascading Graph Detection Method

The Suspiciousness Cascading Graph Detection Method (SCGDM) is an anomaly-based
approach designed specifically to detect lateral movement attacks. The SCGDM tool tracks
patterns in suspicious activity across hosts that have communicated with each other in order
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to build a suspiciousness cascading graph. Nodes in the directed graph represent individual
hosts, and edges between hosts are created when one host appears to have compromised
the other. This intrusion causality is defined as a pattern in which a normal host becomes
suspicious shortly after communicating with a suspicious host. Data from multiple sources
is used to detect suspicious activity and rate the suspicion level of each host at any given
time. A host that becomes suspicious shortly after communicating with a suspicious host
is added to the graph containing the first suspicious host in the relationship. An alert is
raised when the suspiciousness cascading graph this generates exceeds a certain size, which
varies depending on the network being monitored. However, since normal network activity
is unlikely to cause this type of pattern, the threshold can be low [25].

The SCGDM tool includes a visualization that clarifies the pattern of lateral movement
and can help analysts determine the status of an attack. However, its main focus is the
detection method itself rather than the visualization; in this point, it differs significantly
from our project. In addition, unlike the signature-based method used as a benchmark, the
tool could detect stealthy techniques such as the misuse of trusted software [25]. Analyst
fatigue should be minimized because the false positive rates and false negative rates are low.
Although SCGDM was not tested in a large-scale environment, it is a promising tool to use
as a reference. Due to constraints on time and resources, we did not implement an analytic
that acts like the SCGDM; however, we used similar ideas as inspiration for our project.
Most notably, the “cascading” patterns of suspicious behavior revealed in the SCGDM used
the same basic justification as our visualization.
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Chapter 3

Methodology

3.1 Formative Study

We devoted the initial two weeks at the Lincoln Lab to properly scoping our project into an
attainable but significant contribution to Advanced Persistent Threat (APT) detection. To
begin, we completed a literature review on current papers to discover the extent of previous
work and research in the subject. While a research librarian at Lincoln Lab’s Library and
Archives center provided us with a large corpus of scholarly articles and research papers
through searches using the terms “lateral movement,” “cybersecurity,” “APTs,” “SIEM,”
and “privilege escalation,” we personally found additional sources through specialized search
tools such as Google Scholar. Appendix B lists a subset of the search terms we used.

After learning about projects such as the APT-Hunter [44] and the Suspiciousness Cascad-
ing Graph Detection Method (SCGDM) [25] through our literature review, we decided to
continue research into lateral movement and its detection process by leveraging ensemble
learning and data visualization to better analyze and present network data. Following this
decision, we planned a proof-of-concept framework capable of reading network records into
a database, analyzing them, and then visualizing the data for analyst interpretation.

As we designed our project to primarily aid network analysts in their detection of APTs and
lateral movement, a fundamental aspect of the project’s conception involved speaking with
analysts and obtaining their insights regarding our decisions and designs [50]. As Hypothesis
Two specifies that visualizations mapping time and network host location will aid analysts in
their efforts to discover lateral movement, a thorough evaluation of our final product through
analyst use and feedback was essential to testing the claim. For these reasons, a thorough
test of our Hypothesis Two required a final review by cybersecurity analysts at the Lincoln
Lab.

Our final evaluation was centered around interviews with analysts, but we understood the
importance of meeting with the analysts beforehand to discuss our project at each stage.
In order to improve the final framework design’s usefulness to the analysts, we required
input both before and during the design process. We obtained this input through iterative
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interviews with Lincoln Lab analysts, which we conducted as often as possible (unfortunately
limited due to the fast-paced and busy nature of the cybersecurity analyst’s job). At each
interview, we reviewed our progress and design decisions, particularly in regards to the
end-user visualization. This process enabled us to enter the evaluation phase with a proof-
of-concept framework designed to satisfy the needs of the particular analysts who would test
it.

To this end, we separated our interactions with analysts into three major categories, roughly
corresponding to periods before, during, and following development:

1. Requirements: Obtaining initial guidelines from analysts or related Lincoln Lab
staff regarding an overview of lateral movement and APTs, their significance in cyber-
security, and major intrusion detection methods. This also involved feedback for our
proposal presentation and the framework design we outlined therein, which we used
to define a relevant and realistic project scope. Appendix A outlines the default list
of questions used during Requirement interviews. However, because these were semi-
structured interviews involving employees with different specialties in the Lincoln Lab,
the exact set of questions asked differed significantly in some cases.

2. Iterative Review: Showcasing the latest state of the visualization to obtain feedback.
In particular, we used these reviews to revise the visualization in order to maximize the
chance that analysts using it could confirm or deny the presence of lateral movement
with reasonable confidence. The analysts could also suggest features at this stage;
depending on the status of the project, we would either integrate these or include
them in our suggestions for future work.

3. Evaluation: Proving or disproving the framework’s effectiveness in a mock field test.
While running the visualization on an experimental dataset with redteam and be-
nign users, the analyst would attempt to determine which users participated in lateral
movement. More details regarding the evaluation step can be found in Section 3.4:
Visualization and Evaluation of Hypothesis Two.

In our attempts to interview analysts during all three interaction periods, we sought the
opinions of personnel in both the Information Services Department (ISD) and the Lincoln
Research Network Operations Center (LRNOC) at the Lincoln Lab. ISD provides Informa-
tion Technology (IT) services to the entire laboratory, including IT security pertaining to the
safety of critical information stored on employee computers. ISD’s direct efforts in resolv-
ing any active cybersecurity threats to the Lincoln Lab provided a relevant background for
questions related to intrusion detection and threat resolution, along with access to analysts
who could help evaluate our project [1]. Conversely, LRNOC employs operators dedicated to
actively monitoring the Lincoln Lab network data for any evidence of cybersecurity threats
and bolstering the network’s defense against existing threats [41]. We primarily relied upon
LRNOC personnel to provide information regarding the analyst’s approach to cybersecurity
visualizations, while we interviewed several ISD analysts who were willing to participate in
our full evaluation process. The specific information obtained from each interview can be
found in Section 5.1: Interviews with cybersecurity analysts.
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3.2 Framework Overview

This project required us to develop software infrastructure, hereafter referred to as the
framework. The framework served two purposes:

1. Provide a suitable analysis environment needed to experimentally validate our hy-
potheses based on actual data known to contain redteam events.

2. Provide a proof-of-concept architecture to use for experimentally implementing visu-
alization strategies and anomaly detection techniques.

The backend of the framework was primarily used to evaluate Hypothesis One, and the
frontend of the framework was primarily used to evaluate Hypothesis Two. Our evaluation
methods for the individual hypotheses are described in the next two sections. Further details
on the framework components and their implementations – as well as the database structure
– are provided in Chapter 4: Framework.

Evaluation of Framework

To meet the needs of the experiments we would conduct to test our two hypotheses, we needed
to create a framework that would support a sufficient set of use cases. In the backend, the
framework’s user may:

• Insert any number of cybersecurity datasets, assuming that the following conditions
are met:

– The machine running the framework has enough disk space to store the dataset

– The dataset is formatted as a CSV file

– A configuration file is provided

– The dataset is labeled with ground truth

– Each even in the dataset has an integer-based timestamp with a relative start
time

– The dataset has one or more location fields

• Insert any number of anomaly detectors as plugins, assuming that the following con-
ditions are met:

– The machine running the framework has enough disk space to store the plugin

– The plugin is executable

– The plugin can interface with the framework’s database

– The plugin is aware of the framework’s database schema

– A configuration file is provided
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– The plugin generates predictions for suspicion levels of individual events on a scale
from benign (0) to malicious (1)

• Select any of the inserted datasets to be used throughout the analysis

• Select any of the inserted anomaly detectors to be used to make predictions on the
events in the dataset

• Configure the ratios of the dataset that will be partitioned into training data and
testing data

• Create an ensemble out of the anomaly detectors to generate a single prediction by
combining detector predictions

• View metrics regarding the performance of the anomaly detectors and ensemble that
was used in the analysis

• Select which location fields will be used as dimensions to generate aggregates

In the visualization, the user may:

• Select the location fields that they wish to view as the X and Y axes, assuming that
the corresponding aggregates table has already been generated

• Hover over a cell to view its row and column values, along with the volume of activity
associated with this pair in the dataset

• Sort rows or columns to view them in descending order of activity, or rearrange par-
ticular rows or columns to move them to the map’s upper-left corner

• Filter rows or columns based on the analyst’s desired number of unique blocks in a
row/column, thereby only mapping the events with a specified activity level

• Isolate a specific row for a detailed timeplot of events corresponding to the specified
location

• Shade the isolated timeplot blocks in a gradient according to a specified detector or
ensemble’s suspicion levels of the associated events

• Dump the isolated timeplot’s raw data into an external log file to share with other
analysts or compare against other network data

If the framework incorporates all of these use cases, it would successfully serve as our proof
of concept tool. The specific Engines used in our framework are described below.

Framework Components

As shown in Figure 3.1, the framework developed in this MQP contains 13 logical units.

1. Database: Stores the data for by the components of the framework
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Figure 3.1: The individual components of the framework.
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2. Database Initialization Engine: Facilitates the initialization of the database schema
within the framework

3. Dataset Insertion Engine: Facilitates the insertion of datasets into the framework

4. Aggregation Engine: Facilitates the aggregation of events based on common values
of shared fields

5. Partition Engine: Facilitates the partitioning of events within the database into a
training set and a testing set

6. Detector Insertion Engine: Facilitates the insertion of anomaly detector plugins
into the framework

7. Detector Engine: Facilitates the detection of malicious events using the individual
anomaly detectors

8. Ensemble Creation Engine: Facilitates the creation of ensembles of the various
anomaly detectors

9. Ensemble Engine: Facilitates the detection of malicious events using the ensembles
of anomaly detectors

10. Metrics Engine: Facilitates the calculation of various metrics regarding anomaly
detectors and ensembles

11. Visualization Backend: Facilitates the fetching and preprocessing of data needed
by the Visualization Frontend

12. Visualization Frontend: Visually presents the data received from the Visualization
Backend as a JavaScript web application

13. Framework Controller: Coordinates the flow of control between the components of
the framework

3.3 Analytics and Evaluation of Hypothesis One

The creation of the ensemble portion of the framework required three major design deci-
sions: how we would handle the data, how we would combine detectors to maximize their
effectiveness in an ensemble, and how we would combine individual detectors’ predictions
into one prediction. We implemented this part of the framework as described in in Chapter
4: Framework and tested it as described below.

Major Decisions

There are several well-known algorithms to combine predictions, but the most widely ap-
plicable (when the accuracy of each detector can be reliably calculated) is the “weighted
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average” method. This method uses the mean of all detector results, with each detector’s
prediction weighted based on its accuracy.

We calculated the accuracy of the detectors using the AUROCC metric. We did this be
generating a ROC curve consisting of 10 points between 0 and 0.9 (in increments of 0.1).
The value at each point represented the false positive rate versus the true positive rate, using
that point as the threshold between a positive and negative prediction. Anything greater
than or equal to the threshold was taken to be 1, while anything below it was 0. Because the
resulting ROC curve consisted of a discrete set of points, we could use simple trapezoidal
integration to calculate the AUROCC from it. A more advanced method might have given
us more precise results, but would not have been worth the time it would take to implement.

We also calculated the diversity of the ensemble to check a key assumption of ensemble
learning. If the detectors were not diverse, then the ensemble would not perform significantly
better than the detectors in it; in fact, it could potentially perform worse than any of its
component detectors. We used the Q-Statistic to measure diversity because of its versatility;
Polikar suggested it as the best diversity metric for general-purpose use [40]. We implemented
the Q-Statistic calculation by using the values from the pairwise diversity metric, which we
generated by comparing the predictions of each detector against ground truth. The pairwise
diversity values are as shown in Table 3.1 [40].

X is correct X is incorrect
Y is correct a b

Y is incorrect c d

Table 3.1: The values used to calculate all pairwise diversity metrics between detector pre-
dictions, where X and Y are any two detectors that have been trained against the same
dataset.

The value of a is the number of events both X and Y classified correctly, d is the number
of events both X and Y classified incorrectly, and b and c are the number of events only X
or only Y (respectively) classified incorrectly. The pairwise Q-Statistic is defined as:

Q(X,Y ) =
ad− bc

ad + bc

High absolute values of the Q-Statistic (which is bounded between -1 and 1) indicate low
diversity, while maximum diversity is indicated by a value of 0, or no correlation between
detector predictions. We calculated the overall ensemble diversity by averaging the pair-
wise diversities between detectors [40]. Ideally, the ensemble’s Q-Statistic value would be
minimized while its accuracy on the test set would be maximized.

Testing Hypothesis One

We tested Hypothesis One with the following experiment. For the sake of this experiment,
Hypothesis One states the following: “An anomaly detector ensemble that combines the
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predictions from a sufficiently diverse set of component anomaly detectors will detect mali-
cious events with an AUROCC that is greater than or equal to the average AUROCC of its
component detectors.”

Experiment

1. Preprocess the Los Alamos authentication dataset to add ground truth labels, remove
duplicate and incomplete events, and filter the dataset such that it is a manageable size
yet still contains a sufficient number of redteam events for a machine learning model to
train on. Insert this dataset into the framework using the Dataset Insertion Engine.

2. Develop a Random Forest detector, Detector A, that uses all fields in the authentication
data as features. Insert Detector A into the framework using the Detector Insertion
Engine.

3. Develop an Imperfect Oracle detector, Detector B, that always generates predictions
with 80% accuracy. Insert Detector B into the framework using the Detector Inser-
tion Engine.

4. Create an ensemble of Detector A and Detector B and add it to the framework using
the Ensemble Creation Engine.

5. Partition the events into 70% training data and 30% testing data using the Partition
Engine. We chose these values to ensure that both the training and testing sets would
both contain multiple redteam events.

6. Use the Detection Engine to train Detectors A and B on the training data.

7. Use the Metrics Engine to calculate the AUROCC for Detectors A and B on the
training data. The Ensemble Engine uses these values to determine the weight of
each detector when combining their predictions.

8. Use the Detection Engine to make predictions on the testing data with Detectors A
and B.

9. Use the Ensemble Engine to make predictions on the testing data based on the
predictions made by Detectors A and B and their performance on the training data.

10. Use the Metrics Engine to calculate the AUROCC for Detector A, Detector B, and
the ensemble.

11. Use the Metrics Engine to calculate the diversity of the ensemble.

12. Repeat steps 5 through 11 a total of ten times to generate data for ten trials.

13. Compute the average AUROCC across all trials for Detector A, Detector B, and the
ensemble.

14. Compute the average diversity across all trials for the ensemble.

We implemented the “Imperfect Oracle” to replace the Neural Network (which we had in
our original plan) because of the low AUROCC of the Neural Network and the short timeline
of our project. Because we were only comparing the AUROCCs of the detectors and the
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ensemble itself, we decided that an actual machine learning model was not necessary to
complete this test.

If the absolute value of the average diversity of the ensemble was greater than 0.75, then
we would deem the experiment invalid and repeat it with modifications to Detectors A and
B until the diversity was less than or equal to 0.75. We chose a value of 0.75 because it
appeared to be the greatest value that would safely guarantee an significant accuracy boost,
based on the data discussed in a paper on diversity metrics [9]. If the average AUROCC
of the ensemble was greater than the average AUROCC of Detector A and Detector B over
all trials, then Hypothesis One would be supported. Otherwise, if we could not achieve
meaningful results within 10 repetitions of the experiment, Hypothesis One would not have
support.

3.4 Visualization and Evaluation of Hypothesis Two

After the framework has successfully processed and analyzed the dataset provided, it can
generate a visualization using the times, locations, and suspicion levels of each event. Hy-
pothesis Two states that using a visualization that maps both the time and location of
suspicious events will allow analysts to understand whether lateral movement has occurred
in their selected timeframe. Following this, analyst interactions with the visualization, in-
cluding abilities to both zoom out into a broader summary of the data and zoom into specific
details about suspicious areas, will form the culmination of the framework’s tasks and the
primary source of information either proving or disproving this hypothesis.

Visualization Frontend

The visualization is the final component of the framework and the point at which analysts
usually interact with the data they have inserted into the database. Information about
user actions and the respective data that must be displayed will be relayed between the
two database components and the visualization through an API. By viewing the events
processed by the backend events presented by time and location, the analyst would ideally
observe either distinct patterns potentially representative of lateral movement, or a complete
lack of such patterns if no lateral movement exists. If the analyst discovers a pattern, they
could conduct forensics on the information in question by viewing the original data records
corresponding to the important times and locations in the pattern.

Choosing and fine-tuning a visualization design that would effectively display time and lo-
cation groupings to the analyst and produce observable patterns in the event of lateral
movement was one of the most critical development aspects of the project; even if analysts
could theoretically detect lateral movement with a time-location visualization, if our proof-
of-concept proved difficult for analysts to use, this would produce inconclusive results for
Hypothesis Two. As such, we coordinated with the analysts we interviewed and related Lin-
coln Lab personnel to brainstorm and refine the visualization layout (which involved deciding
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which data dimensions to group together and the overall arrangement of these groupings)
to produce a usable GUI. In this way, we ensured that our evaluation would test whether
lateral movement could be conclusively tracked through time and location groupings in a
good visualization, not whether our visualization was of sufficient quality to perform this
test.

Our initial visualization concept was a heatmap that displayed aggregated time/location
nodes in a two-dimensional matrix, with time as one dimension and location (user, com-
puter, etc.) as another. For the initial visualization mockup, we used a gradient between
green and red to designate the number of suspicious events in this grouping, with the bright-
est shade of red corresponding to the highest suspicion to draw the analyst’s attention.
Considering the proof-of-concept nature of our framework, we remained focused on ensuring
proper functionality rather than choosing an optimal color scheme. However, following the
advice of several of the analysts we interviewed, we updated our color scheme to a gradient
between cyan and red to avoid potential issues with color blindness. Several mentioned the
idea of additionally changing the size of the square instead of the color, but we ultimately
ruled this out due to the complexity of its implementation, both in terms of usability and
code design. Figure 3.2 shows a screenshot of a visualization mockup created for this pur-
pose, mapping the redteam authentication events in the Los Alamos dataset with user and
hour of occurrence as dimensions.

We proposed that lateral movement, frequently consisting of suspicious actions on a single
computer before fanning out into multiple new ones, would become apparent with the pres-
ence of diagonal “streaks” of highly suspicious activity shifting between different computers
over time. However, after our initial testing with our mockup visualization, we realized
that abnormal horizontal lines (representing a single, non-admin, user logging into multiple
computers) in a comparison between users and computers was generally more indicative of
malicious network activity such as lateral movement.

After completing our initial heatmap visualization, we worked closely with analysts at the
Lincoln Lab to brainstorm methods of displaying lateral movement through this type of visu-
alization, along with improving the distinction between visualized datasets with and without
lateral movement. We describe the iterative implementation of our visualization in Section
5.1: Interviews with cybersecurity analysts. Our goal in improving the visualization was to
primarily ensure its potential for use by analysts in lateral movement detection, pursuing
features to better aid the analyst before improving its aesthetic appeal. By maintaining a
modular design for the visualization components, we have laid the groundwork for future
data scientists to build more elaborate visualizations for threat detection with improved time
and resources. Instead of pursuing a similarly ambitious visualization in the time constraints
of our project, we elected to ensure the usability and effectiveness of our design for evaluating
our hypotheses and performing core tasks.
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Figure 3.2: A screenshot of an initial heatmap visualization in JavaScript D3. The rows
represent hours that contain Los Alamos redteam events, and the columns are the users
corresponding to these events. Each square’s shading represents how many redteam events
occurred in that hour, from 1 (green) to 10 (red). White spaces contain no redteam events.
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Testing Hypothesis Two

Hypothesis Two, as presented in the Introduction, was tested with the following experiment.
For the sake of this experiment, Hypothesis Two states the following: “A visualization
that organizes anomalous events based on each event’s time, location, and suspicion level
will allow an analyst to determine whether a given pattern of events is caused by lateral
movement.”

We began with an informal evaluation of our proof-of-concept design with four ISD analysts,
two of which had been in our previous interview session (in which they gave feedback on our
initial visualization design). This evaluation involved a demonstration in which the analysts
could ask questions and give feedback as ideas occurred to them. Although this form of
evaluation was mostly qualitative, it was more representative of the type of data we were
able to collect given the extremely limited chances to meet with analysts themselves. The
results of this interview can be found in Section 5.3: Experimentation for Hypothesis Two.
In addition to this informal feedback session, we designed a simple experiment to provide
more quantitative results.

Experiment

1. Develop a detector, the Oracle, that uses ground truth to detect malicious events.
Insert the ground truth detector into the framework using the Detector Insertion
Engine.

2. Preprocess the Los Alamos authentication data to reduce the size of the dataset, add
ground truth labels, and remove any duplicate or incomplete entries. Insert this dataset
into the framework using the Dataset Insertion Engine.

3. Use the Detection Engine to generate predictions on the dataset with the Oracle.

4. Use the Aggregation Engine to group events with the same time and location and
assign a suspicion level to each group.

5. Use the Visualization Backend to sort the locations based on order of appearance,
then prepare and send the data for the visualization frontend.

6. Use the Visualization Frontend to visualize the data.

7. Repeat steps 2 through 6 with a timespan of the Los Alamos dataset known not to
contain lateral movement.

8. Present each visualization to at least two cybersecurity analysts. Have them use each
visualization to label the corresponding dataset as contains lateral movement or does
not contain lateral movement.

After implementing the framework and attempting to prepare datasets for use in the outlined
experiment, however, we realized that our framework’s visualization was not powerful enough
to manipulate datasets of over 100,000 events without sacrificing usability and responsive-
ness. To obtain quantitative feedback, we instead designed a new visualization experiment
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with a significantly smaller dataset. For more information regarding the limitations of our
framework within the scope of this project, see Section 6.2: Discussion of Hypothesis Two.

Experiment (Hypothesis Two Alternate)

1. Preprocess the Los Alamos authentication data to reduce its size, add ground truth
labels, and remove any duplicate or incomplete entries.

2. Isolate a dense cluster of redteam events in the dataset, ideally events from approxi-
mately four different users conducted within the same 100 seconds.

3. From the chosen time range, randomly select an equal number (i.e., four) of benign
users (who have not conducted any redteam activity) and compile all of their events
within the same time range, along with the redteam events identified in Step 2, as a
new dataset.

4. Insert this dataset into the framework using the Dataset Insertion Engine, then use
the Aggregation Engine to group events with the same locations (i.e., Source User
and Destination Computer) in preparation for displaying them in the visualization.

5. Use the Visualization Backend to send the aggregated values to the Visualization
Frontend to display the complete dataset.

6. Individually explain the visualization’s use and the reasoning behind it to each subject
in the experiment (personnel at the Lincoln Lab with moderate to extensive back-
grounds in cybersecurity). Allow them to freely interact with an example dataset
containing 10,000 events (none of which are redteam events) for approximately 10 to
15 minutes. Ensure that they are familiar with the user interactions provided (in-
cluding viewing which computers have received activity from different users and the
patterns of authentication each user performed throughout the dataset) and answer
any questions they have.

7. Individually present the visualization with the evaluation dataset to each subject, dis-
closing that the total number of redteam users is between one and seven. Allow the
subjects to freely interact with the visualization for approximately 10 to 15 minutes
to allow them to get a better understanding of the 100 seconds of activity from eight
users. At this point, we would answer any questions that would have the same answers
for any arbitrary dataset, but would not answer anything related to the data. This
was necessary because our visualization was not very user-friendly or intuitive.

8. Ask each subject to use the information gained from the visualization to predict which
of the eight users have been involved in redteam activity.

Considering the sparseness of redteam events in the Los Alamos dataset (which contained an
approximate maximum density of only 20 redteam events per 160,000 authentication events),
our redesigned experiment allowed us to test the visualization’s usefulness at uncovering
suspicious network activity in a relatively balanced setting. The reasonable dataset size (237
events) and balance between malicious and benign users (1:1) prevented this experiment
from exceeding either the framework’s technical limitations or the analyst’s ability to locate
few threats in a very sparse dataset with limited time.
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These factors mitigated many of the technical challenges involved with tracking threats in
realistic datasets (which may be almost arbitrarily large), ensuring the experiment would
simply test the inherent usefulness of a time/location-based visualization for isolating anoma-
lies in network authentication events. As such, strongly positive results in this experiment
would suggest the validity of Hypothesis Two, although the presence of the simplifying fac-
tors mentioned above mean the framework would require more robust testing than we could
expect to complete given the limitations of our project. However, negative results would
provide considerably stronger evidence to disprove Hypothesis Two. If analysts could not
use the visualization’s time/location groupings to accurately label four out of eight users as
malicious in such a small dataset, their likelihood of pinpointing 20 redteam events from
over 160,000 events (at best) when handling real-world datasets would be extremely low.
Therefore, a low accuracy on this experiment would strongly suggest that visualizations us-
ing only time and location values in authentication data are insufficient for detecting lateral
movement.
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Chapter 4

Framework

4.1 Control Flow

The flow of control throughout the framework is dictated by a shell, which is the terminal-
based user interface to the Framework Controller. This shell enables the analyst to control
the entire system, while restricting the operations to only those that are safe given the
current state of the system. Through interaction with the shell, the analyst can run the
various framework components and set up a workspace to perform proper analysis and lateral
movement detection.

This approach has a number of advantages, the most prominent of which is the ability to
change a later stage’s parameters without having to rerun prior stages. Although each stage
must run to completion at least once in the outlined sequence before the next stage can be
run, the stages can then run at any time by utilizing the relevant data stored inside the
database.

The shell supports the following commands:

• exit : Leave the shell.

• help: Displays the proper usage of the shell and the commands it supports.

– help -cmd [command] : Display the proper usage for the given command.

• set-credentials [hostname] [username] [password] : Connect to the MySQL server run-
ning on the given hostname using the given username and password.

• workspace A set of commands related to workspaces within the framework.

– workspace -showall : List all available workspaces.

– workspace -create [name] : Create a workspace with the given name.

– workspace -use [name] : Use the workspace with the given name.

– workspace -delete [name] : Delete the workspace with the given name.
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– workspace -clear : Clear all content from the current workspace.

• insert : A set of commands used to insert content into the workspace.

– insert -dataset [path] : Insert the properly configured dataset at the given path
into the workspace.

– insert -detector [path] : Insert the properly configured detector plugin at the given
path into the workspace.

• aggregate: A set of commands used to aggregate events.

– aggregate -all : Aggregate events based on all possible pairs of location fields.

– aggregate [field-pair] : Aggregate events based on the given field pair (specified as
Field1 X Field2).

• partition [test-proportion] : Partition the events into a training set and a testing set
based on the given proportion of test events.

• detect : A set of commands used to generate predictions with the installed detectors.

– detect -all : Detect suspicious events using all anomaly detectors that are currently
inserted into the database.

– detect [name] : Detect suspicious events using the anomaly detector with the given
name.

• ensemble: A set of commands used to combine individual anomaly detectors using an
ensemble.

– ensemble -create [name] : Create an ensemble with the given name (specified as
Detector1 X Detetor2).

– ensemble -run -all : Detect suspicious events using all existing ensembles in the
workspace.

– ensemble -run [name] : Detect suspicious events using the given ensemble (speci-
fied as Detector1 X Detector2).

• delete: A set of commands used to delete content from the workspace.

– -dataset [name] : Delete the dataset with the given EventType name (-all for all).

– -detector [name] : Delete the detector with the given name (-all to delete all
detectors).

– -ensemble [name] : Delete the ensemble with the given name (-all for all ensem-
bles) (specified as Detector1 X Detector2).

– -partition: Delete all partitions.

– -aggregate: Delete the aggregate table with the given name (-all for all) (specified
as Field1 X Field2).
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• status : Display the status of the current workspace.

We implemented the shell using object-oriented design principles and ran it as shown in
Algorithm 4.1. We designed an abstract class, Command, to define the structure and func-
tion of all commands. Each shell Command was created as an object that extended this
abstract class and was capable of parsing itself from a line of text, then executing itself in
the appropriate manner.

Algorithm 4.1. Algorithm used to run the framework’s user shell.

1 function shell
2 while true do
3 printPrompt
4 command = getLineFromUser()
5 exit = ProcessCommand(command)
6 if exit then return

4.2 Database Architecture

We used the MySQL database software throughout this MQP to facilitate the storage of
data. Each workspace within the framework was mapped to a new MySQL database. Each
of these databases followed the schema shown in Figure 4.1, which was composed of the
following 18 tables:

Figure 4.1: This figure shows the tables in the database. The red diamonds represent columns
that are part of the primary key. The arrows represent foreign keys.
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1. EventTypes: EventTypes represent logical groupings of events within a workspace.
Within the scope of the Los Alamos dataset, the EventTypes were Authentication,
Process, Flows, and DNS.

2. Events: Events represent a single data point within the dataset.

3. FieldTypes: FieldTypes represent logical groupings of fields. This table is initialized
with the static values of Location and Normal.

4. Fields: Fields represent an attribute that is shared by multiple events. Within the
Los Alamos Authentication data, the FieldTypes included Source User, Destination
Computer, Source Computer, and Destination Computer.

5. EventTypes x Fields: This table links Fields to EventTypes, indicating that the
provided EventType has the provided Field.

6. FieldValues: FieldValues represent the possible values that can be found for a single
field within the data. Within the Los Alamos dataset, the field values included items
such as U66@DOM1, C867, and Kerberos.

7. Events x Fields x FieldValues: This table links Events, Fields, and FieldValues,
indicating that that the provided Event has the provided FieldValue for the provided
Field.

8. Aggregates: Aggregates represent the volume of Events that occurred for a given pair
of Fields and FieldValues.

9. DataTypes: DataTypes represent ways to logically partition the data within a workspace.
This table is initialized with the static values of Train and Test.

10. Events x DataTypes: This table links Events and DataTypes, indicating that the
specified event is a member of the specified DataType partition.

11. Detectors: Detectors represent plugins that run externally and label events with a
suspicion level between 0 (benign) and 1 (malicious).

12. Detectors x Fields: This table links Detectors and Fields, indicating that the spec-
ified Detector requires the specified Field.

13. DetectorPredictions: This table links Detectors and Events, indicating that the
specified Detector generated a prediction for the specified Event.

14. DetectorMetrics: Metrics represent the performance of the detector, measured as
AUROCC.

15. Ensembles: Ensembles represent a Detector that uses ensemble learning and the
predictions of multiple Detectors to label events as suspicious or benign.

16. Ensembles x Detectors: This table links Ensembles and Detectors, indicating that
the specified Detector is a component of the specified ensemble.

17. EnsemblePredictions: This table links Ensembles and Events, indicating that the
specified ensemble generated a prediction for the specified Event.
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18. EnsembleMetrics: Metrics represent the performance and diversity of the ensemble,
measured as AUROCC and diversity, respectively.

These tables are queried and populated by the framework’s Engines across a variety of stages,
as shown in figure 4.2.

Furthermore, the framework created a user account in each database for the detectors to
use. This user account has “SELECT” permission on all tables highlighted in green in figure
4.2f and “INSERT” permission on all tables highlighted in purple in figure 4.2f.

Implications of Database Architecture

We used MySQL as the framework’s database backbone because it is a well-supported SQL
relational database. This framework required a relational database because event metadata
was generated across multiple stages. In order to develop a maintainable and clean database,
we decided to store this data across multiple tables. Doing so allows a table to be populated
in full at a single stage, as opposed to being populated at all stages. With such a design,
relational databases achieve better performance than their alternatives. Additionally, be-
cause this framework was a proof-of-concept, we required a fully documented and supported
database infrastructure to ensure rapid development.

By storing the FieldValues for all Fields and all Events in a single table (Events x Fields x
FieldValues), the schema can store any dataset that can be represented as a two dimensional
table. Doing so allows the schema to be generalizable and flexible; however, it also introduces
limitations. Storing data in this way requires that all FieldValues be stored as strings,
which may reduce the number of dimensions they can use. This may result in some loss of
information; however, we made this trade-off for the sake of this proof-of-concept framework
because it was used to analyze publicly available datasets, which often have already reduced
the dimensions of the data for the sake of organization’s security and privacy.

The separate MySQL account used by threat detectors allows for a stronger security posture
within the framework. It prevents the detectors from exceeding their intended privileges
in the database (either by reading from or writing to restricted tables, deleting records, or
dropping tables).

4.3 Framework Components

Database Initialization Engine

This Engine is run each time a new workspace is created within the framework. It creates
a new MySQL database, initializes the database with the schema shown in Figure 4.1,
populates the static data tables as shown in in Figure 4.2a, and creates the user account for
the anomaly detectors.
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(a) Workspace Instantiation (b) Dataset Insertion

(c) Event Aggregation (d) Event Paritition

(e) Detector Insertion (f) Anomaly Detection

(g) Ensemble Creation (h) Ensemble Prediction Generation

(i) Metric Calculation

Figure 4.2: This figure shows how the database tables are queried and populated as the
various stages of the framework are run. Tables shown in purple are populated at the
specified stage, while tables shown in green are queried at the specified stage.
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Dataset Insertion Engine

This Engine is run each time raw data is inserted into the database. It supports the insertion
of any cybersecurity dataset, provided that the dataset meets the following requirements:

1. Every event in the dataset has a timestamp.

2. Every event in the dataset has a ground truth label with a value between 0 and 1.

3. Every event in the dataset has at least two fields that are designated as Locations.

4. Every event type in the dataset is in a separate CSV file.

5. An XML configuration file to designate labels and specifications (time or location)
of the dataset’s fields, conf.xml, is provided with the dataset, and follows the format
shown in Figure 4.3.

6. The dataset is formatted as a directory containing the XML configuration file and all
required CSV files.

The Dataset Insertion Engine parses the configuration file and builds a model of the dataset
to verify that it meets the requirements of the framework. After modeling the dataset, the
Engine inserts the events into the database. Initially, this was done one event at a time;
however, this resulted in an insertion speed of approximately 9 events per second. This
slowness was likely a result of the latency involved with communicating with the MySQL
server, as opposed to the actual execution of the query.

To improve the performance of the Dataset Insertion Engine, we implemented a batching
approach to insert events in batches of 1,000 rather than individually. Because the database
used a relational schema, the implementation of the batching approach was non-trivial. The
algorithm maintained a cache of the various FieldValues’ Values and their corresponding IDs.
This was needed because the FieldValue’s Value is known when reading the original data
file, but the FieldValue ID is needed as data is inserted into the database. In other words,
relational databases allow cells in one table to reference cells in other tables; thus, a cache
was maintained to map the references (IDs) to the values (FieldValues). If our algorithm
did not use a cache, then the database would need to be queried for each event to obtain the
required ID, reducing the performance significantly. However, with the cache-based batch
approach, the Dataset Insertion Engine was able to parse and insert more than 1,500 events
per second (based on a trial in which the Engine inserted approximately 10,000 events in 6
seconds).

Aggregation Engine

The Aggregation Engine is used to determine the volume of events that occurred at the given
timestamp and share the same FieldValue for two of their Fields, provided that each of these
Fields is a Location. The aggregate of two Fields, Field 1 and Field 2, at time t is the count
of events that ocurred at time t and have FieldValue A for Field 1 and FieldValue B for
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Figure 4.3: This figure shows the structure of a dataset configuration file. The XML file must
begin with a dataset tag, which in turn contains a name tag and one or more eventtype tags.
Within the name tag, the analyst must provide the name of the dataset. Each eventtype
tag must contain a name tag, a file tag, a time unit tag, and a set of field tags. The name
tag must provide the name of the event type, the file tag must provide the name of the
file within the dataset directory that contains the actual data, and the time unit tag must
contain the unit of time used by the timestamps. Each field tag is composed of a column
tag (which references the column within the CSV file that this field is linked to) and a type
tag (which specifies whether this field is a Time, Location, Label, or Normal field). If the
field is either a Location or Normal field, then the analyst must specify a name tag, which
states the name of this field. In order for an eventtype to be valid, it must contain exactly
one Time field, exactly one Label field, and a minimum of two Location fields.
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Field 2, for all possible pairs of FieldValue A and FieldValue B. The analyst can request to
aggregate along a specific pair of location Fields, or along all possible location Field pairs.

This Engine calculates the aggregates for two Fields using a single SQL query, shown in
Algorithm 4.2. This is an efficient approach because it does not require data to leave the
database.

Algorithm 4.2. The SQL Query used to aggregate events along two Fields.

1 INSERT INTO Aggregates(Volume, Time, Location1Value, Location2Value,
2 Location1Field, Location2Field) (
3 SELECT A.*, Field1ID, Field2ID
4 FROM (
5 SELECT COUNT(A.ID), A.Time, A.Field1, A.Field2
6 FROM (
7 SELECT A.ID, A.Time, A.Field1, B.FieldValue AS Field2
8 FROM (
9 SELECT A.ID, A.Time, B.FieldValue As Field1
10 FROM (
11 SELECT ID, Time
12 FROM Events
13 ) A INNER JOIN EventsXFieldXFieldValues B ON A.ID = B.Event
14 WHERE B.Field = Field1ID
15 ) A INNER JOIN EventsXFieldsXFieldValues B ON A.ID = B.Event
16 WHERE B.Field = Field2ID
17 ) A GROUP BY A.Field1, A.Field2, A.Time
18 ) A
19 )

This Engine primarily serves to preprocess the data to increase the speed of the Visualization
Backend. The visualization requires both a fine-grained time-stamped aggregate and a coarse
time-independent aggregate. The fine-grained aggregates are created by aggregating events
along their Time and two shared FieldValues. From these values, the coarse aggregates can
be computed using the SQL “GROUP BY” clause.

Partition Engine

Each detector in the ensemble requires training and testing, so we developed this Engine
to label all events from raw data sources as assisting one of the two detector requirements.
In addition, the detectors required a specific method to receive and discriminate between
training and testing data. In order for the Ensemble Engine to work properly, each detector
must be trained and tested on the same data. Our decision to partition the data in the
database into train and test sets was primarily to enforce consistency between detectors.
Altering the training and testing sets must not alter the original data, so we dedicated a
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separate table in the database to labeling each event in the raw data as training or testing
data.

As a parallel to the training-testing nature of our detectors, we designed the Ensemble Engine
to function in two stages: training and testing. The training stage dispenses training data
to the detectors, combines their results as an ensemble, and calculates the accuracy for each
detector and the ensemble as a whole. Each set of training data requires one iteration of this
process, and the results are not visualized. Conversely, in the testing stage, the framework
behaves normally except for the addition of ground truth, which we would not have in real-
world data. Future additions to the framework could add a third phase for real-world data,
but this implementation would require specific (and inaccessible) cybersecurity data sources
and remains outside the scope of our project.

The Partition Engine is used to split the events into a training and testing set. The analyst
can run this Engine with any value between 0 and 1, which specifies the proportion of events
that will be designated as testing data. The events are then selected randomly from the raw
data until the appropriate numbers have been allocated as either training or testing.

Detector Insertion Engine

The Detector Insertion Engine is used to insert anomaly detector plugins into the framework,
provided that they meet the following requirements:

1. The detector can be run from the command line with a single command.

2. The detector accepts the MySQL username, hostname, password, and database name
as command line arguments.

3. The detector knows how to properly interact with the MySQL database (i.e., it knows
which tables to query and where to insert predictions).

4. A XML configuration file, conf.xml, is provided with the detector and follows the format
shown in Figure 4.4.

Figure 4.4: This figure shows the structure of a detector configuration file. The XML file
must begin with a detector tag which itself contains a name tag, a command tag, and any
number of requiredfield tags. Within the name tag, the user must provide a name of the
detector. Within the command tag, the user must provide the one-line command used to
execute the detector. Within each requiredfield tag, the user must provide the name of a
field that the detector requires in order to make predictions.
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Detector Engine

The Detector Engine is used to run the individual anomaly detectors; depending on the input,
it can run either a single detector (with the given name) or all detectors. Each detector is
executed as an independent process using Java’s exec feature. Doing so allows for a language
agnostic plugin system; as long as the detector an be executed as a shell script, the framework
can run it. Because the plugins are language-agnostic, our framework empowers plugins to
use the most appropriate language for the task. However, running the detectors in this way
introduces security vulnerabilities. A malicious detector could easily exploit the framework
to execute arbitrary code. Because this framework was a rapidly-created proof-of-concept –
to be used only by our team or under controlled and monitored conditions – we decided to
sacrifice the system’s security for the sake of flexibility and usability.

For the sake of this MQP, we initially implemented three detectors. The first detector,
the Oracle (implemented in Java), simply echoed ground truth labels and served to model
an ideal detector. The second detector, the Neural Network (also implemented in Java,
using the encog machine learning library [21]), accepted the Authentication Type, Logon
Type, Authentication Orientation, and Success or Failure of each authentication event in
the Los Alamos dataset. All possible values were mapped to separate input nodes of the
Neural Network so it would use all possible features. This process is common practice when
applying discrete features to Neural Networks, which traditionally only expect continuous
features. The third detector, the Random Forest (implemented in Python), accepted the
Source User, Destination User, Source Computer, and Destination Computer in the Los
Alamos dataset. We implemented this model using the scikit-learn machine learning library
[39] and prepared the data using the numpy and Pandas libraries for scientific computing
and data analysis [24] [33].

Due to the poor quality of the Neural Network detector, we implemented a replacement
– referred to as the “Imperfect Oracle” – which added a 20% error rate to the Oracle’s
predictions. We implemented this random error by assigning an incorrect label to 20% of all
events the Imperfect Oracle generated predictions for; we added this error at the same rate
for both benign and redteam events.

Ensemble Creation Engine

The Ensemble Creation Engine is used to create a new ensemble within the framework.
It can create ensembles of two or more detectors that have been added to the framework.
Because this Engine has minimal functionality and is tightly coupled with the Ensemble
Engine, the two Engines were implemented in the same code space.

Ensemble Engine

This Engine is used to detect anomalies by combining the predictions of the individual
anomaly detectors. There are several well-known algorithms to combine predictions, but
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we decided to implement the “weighted average” method; doing so required coordinating
with the Metrics Engine to calculate the AUROCC of the individual anomaly detectors.
Each detector was weighted based on its AUROCC, and the predictions for each event were
summed together to generate the final predictions.

Metrics Engine

The Metrics Engine is used to compute various metrics for the anomaly detectors and en-
sembles in the framework. To avoid duplicating code, this Engine computes the AUROCC
for both the detectors and the ensembles. To do this, it first generates a ROC curve, then
finds the area with trapezoidal integration.

Additionally, the Metrics Engine computes the diversity of the ensemble using the Q-
Statistic. Because this metric was so closely tied to the ensemble, we implemented this
Engine in the same code package as the ensemble and made it run automatically along with
the Ensemble Engine.

Visualization Backend

The Visualization Backend was implemented as a Node.js web server. The Visualisation
Backend is responsible for hosting the Visualization Frontend. For this MQP, the visual-
ization was hosted on localhost; the analyst can access the visualization through their web
browser at http://localhost:[port number].

The Visualization Backend is also responsible for providing data to the Visualization Fron-
tend. For the primary view, it must query the Aggregates table for the coarse aggregates and
send data to the Frontend in the form of (time, location1, location2, volume of events). Fur-
thermore, the Backend must wait for the analyst to interact with the Visualization Frontend
and supply data as needed. For the “isolate” view, the Backend must query the Aggregates
table for the fine-grained aggregates and send these to the Frontend. For the “raw-data
dump” feature, the Backend must query the set of events and return this data to the Fron-
tend.

Visualization Frontend

The Visualization Frontend was implemented as a JavaScript web application using the D3
JavaScript library [12]. This library is dedicated to binding datasets to visual document
objects on HTML web pages. For our purposes, D3 contained a number of advantages over
well-known alternatives, such as Java applications developed with the Swing UI library. In
particular, D3 is highly supported and well-known in the data visualization community for
producing quick, scalable, and flexible tools. Mike Bostock, D3’s creator, hosts a repository
of many D3 projects and example code to use as guides for building new programs [11].
D3, as a JavaScript library, also benefits from the popularity and support of JavaScript
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for developing data applications. Finally, D3 is a familiar language for developing mockup
visualizations in Lincoln Lab, and our mentor Steven Gomez has used it to build visual
demonstrations of laboratory projects.

The visualization displays the aggregated events as a heatmap, where each of the two axes
is a location, or a field that represents where the event occurred. Example event locations
include the source computer, user, subnet, geolocation, etc. In addition to the heatmap,
the visualization supports a number of user interactions, such as isolating a value for one of
the location Fields and investigate all events related to this value with respect to time or
selecting a value for either the X or Y axes, or requesting a report containing the raw data
for all events involving the selected value. For more information regarding the Visualization
Frontend’s final appearance and features, see Section 5.3: Experimentation for Hypothesis
Two.
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Chapter 5

Results

5.1 Interviews with Cybersecurity Analysts

We conducted three initial interviews with various analysts and researchers at the Lincoln
Lab. We held our first interview with Person 1 (P1), a researcher in the Lincoln Lab Lincoln
Research Network Operations Center (LRNOC) who has been working at the Lincoln Lab for
13 years. While she has not directly worked with data known to contain lateral movement,
her experience has provided her with a solid background regarding the science of APTs and
their detection. In particular, she has experience building data analysis and visualization
tools, and could therefore provide useful feedback on our visualization design. Next, we
interviewed Person 2 (P2), who has worked at the Lincoln Lab for seven years. He emphasized
that his primary background involves computational algorithms rather than security, and he
therefore based his responses on personal experience acquired from his work in LRNOC. We
conducted a final interview with three analysts from the Lincoln Lab Information Services
Department (ISD): Person 3 (P3), Person 4 (P4), and Person 5 (P5). Each of these analysts
had a different level of experience at the Lincoln Lab, but they all primarily worked on
detecting and mitigating threats to the Lincoln Lab network.

APTs and Lateral Movement Detection

During our first analyst interview with P1, we asked her to define lateral movement to ensure
that we would be discussing the same concepts. Although she emphasized that a precise
definition of lateral movement was difficult to pin down, we agreed to define it as the process
of moving between computers maliciously, with the intent of spreading through the network
to find high-profile hidden information. P1 said that APT detection is difficult because there
are very few well-documented examples of APTs. Because of this scarcity (most events are
not from an APT), it was inevitable that any analytic would have numerous false positives.
However, LRNOC is extremely interested in reliable APT detection and has conducted some
research in the area. LRNOC used many custom-built tools and techniques to facilitate
lateral movement detection, typically using conservative anomaly-based detectors to prevent
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the tool from generating excessive alerts. Despite these efforts, LRNOC did not yet have
any anomaly detectors specifically for lateral movement.

P1’s best advice for detecting lateral movement was to correlate multiple data sources, pri-
marily authentication logs, email activity, DNS logs, and intranet activity. P1 referred to
DNS logs as the “canary in a coal mine” because they appear in all network intrusions,
no matter how careful the intruder. She also mentioned that emails, as major sources of
malware, are typically heavily monitored in comparison to other types of network traffic. An-
other useful data source is intranet traffic (communication between individual computers),
or at least cross-subnet traffic (communication between different computer groups), which
would reveal any users who communicate with numerous computers or access a new host.
P1 confirmed our authentication logs as a good place to begin lateral movement detection;
however, many networks simply do not track enough information when monitoring authen-
tications, and LRNOC cannot track all details of their authentication events. In addition,
many of the logs collected are noisy, increasing the difficulty of distinguishing deliberate user
actions from automated events. As such, correlating events from multiple sources across the
entire detection lifecycle would prove more helpful than relying on the limited sources we
obtained from the Los Alamos dataset.

P1 also described the lateral movement detection process from the analyst side in more
detail. Once analysts observe odd behavior in authentication logs, P1 said, they would try
to understand the context of the situation by investigating related logs for the activity of the
relevant user or computer. An analyst in search of an APT must understand the context of
the situation, including what other actions the user has performed, who else has performed
actions on the relevant computers, and other details on how the user account and computer
have been used. When we asked about APT mitigation, P1 named detection as the most
challenging aspect of handling APTs, asserting that mitigation remained relatively simple
provided that the compromised computer had been identified.

Our interview with P3, P4, and P5 confirmed P1’s description of the situation and elabo-
rated on the detection of cybersecurity threats at the Lincoln Lab. Although ISD does not
specifically attempt to detect lateral movement or APTs, the analysts provided general ad-
vice on the matter. In particular, they explained that some events are only collected locally
on individual machines and thus are not properly logged. Another issue with the detection of
APTs of any kind is that, while they all have broadly similar motivations, they vary widely
in design, strategy, and speed. P3 recommended reading reports of actual attacks to use as
case studies, but warned us against basing our detection methods on the details of any one
attack. The analysts also warned us that the dataset we used contains far more data than
the typical network infrastructure is capable of collecting.

We inquired about the typical use of ools in ISD, but the exact details were confidential.
However, we gleaned that analysts in ISD generally use signature-based rather than anomaly-
based detection tools and rarely use visualizations other than prioritized lists of alerts. If
they did want to detect lateral movement, they would probably use the tools they are already
using.
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Initial Visualization Feedback

When we consulted P1 for feedback on our initial visualization mockup (shown in Figure
5.1), she agreed that a heatmap showed promise as a visualization for lateral movement.
She also confirmed that time, user, and source computer were the three most important
axes for lateral movement detection. Her first thoughts were that the long diagonal line
seemed normal, as each user will typically log into a single computer, and the vertical lines
(representing multiple users on a single computer) also seemed normal if that computer was
a server. The horizontal lines (representing a single user logging into multiple computers)
were slightly concerning, as only an administrator would typically perform this activity. P1
confirmed that she would follow up on the activity represented by the horizontal lines by
viewing the context of the users and computers in question.

Figure 5.1: The mockup of our visualization that we showed to P1, P2, P3, P4, and P5.
The columns represent destination computers, the rows represent source users, and the
color of each block represents the concentration of events associated with the relevant user-
computer pair. Cyan represents a low concentration of events, while red represents a high
concentration.

P1 had several suggestions for various aspects of our visualization, including our method
of ordering the axes, filtering, basic user interaction, and display of contextual information.
Because our X-axis was ordered based on the first suspicious event, there was no way to infer
network structure from the visualization. Ideally, the nodes would be ordered by network
hierarchy; however, as this is explicitly not available in the Los Alamos dataset [27], a
simple numerical numbering was acceptable. P1 advised against grouping computers by the
frequency of their communications; this would result in a lack of continuity in computer order,
which would be confusing for the analyst and would make comparison between timescales
extremely difficult. The best sorting method, she said, would be one using static information
(such as operating system, computer type, user role, etc.) to enable reliable comparison at
different points in time.

P1 said that colors would only be relevant when they revealed a specific pattern, so color-
coding the heatmap based on the most recent event in a user-computer pair was not helpful.
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A color scale conveying the total number of events or their frequency would be more useful.
P1 considered filtering based on the user or computer - perhaps to a subgraph of suspicious
users and computers - to be a critical element of any visualization. A feature to allow the
visualization to behave like a timelapse would also be useful. An essential use case, P1
said, was selecting a point to see all events at that point in the timeline, as well as allowing
analysts to adjust a global timescale. Analysts always want to go back to raw data for
investigation, so this should be easy for them. Along similar lines, our visualization would
have to either allow anomaly detectors to be disabled or explain why any anomaly detectors
flag events as suspicious. A lack of context for the final result is a well-known issue in
machine learning, and it was especially important to consider in our visualization because
any false positives could cause the analyst to lose their trust in the detector. P1 suggested
including the anomaly detectors as an optional feature and allowing the analyst using the
framework to build trust in them over time.

P2 had some further suggestions about the evaluation of our visualization, asserting that
we must clearly rationalize our visualization to someone with a different background and
develop appropriate coaching and training. In terms of the lateral movement detection it-
self, we needed to narrow our scope to focus on one type of lateral movement and refine our
visualization to display relevant information in a clear and truthful manner. The visualiza-
tion could not distort the data in any way unless we provided a clear indication of such a
distortion and justification for its existence. At the same time, our visualization should re-
quire minimal effort on the analyst’s behalf to run. Each feature we included should answer
a question an analyst would have.

One major consideration of our visualization was the need to strike a balance between false
positives and false negatives. False positives are an especially large problem in the realm of
lateral movement detection, P1 explained, because of the relatively low frequency of such
events. It is difficult to determine in advance whether to focus on reducing false positives
or false negatives, but P1 estimated that an analyst could handle up to a few dozen alerts
per day. For each alert, the analyst would have to follow up by returning to the raw data,
analyzing the user, computer, history of the user/computer pair, authentication logs, and
so on. For further feedback on our visualization, P1 suggested analysts in ISD because
they work most closely with real data. Other LRNOC researchers could help refine our
visualizations, but wouldn’t necessarily be able to evaluate their usefulness.

P2 echoed many of P1’s thoughts regarding false positives and false negatives: he said
that analysts must negotiate both, and false positives, as long as they don’t overwhelm
the analyst, are generally acceptable. The analyst’s most critical role is to understand
and recognize normal conditions of network operations; precise metrics of false positives
versus false negatives are less important than this overarching task. P2 posed a similar
argument regarding anomaly detectors, which frequently present problems when applied to
a visualization. The analyst loses trust in an analytic that does not provide explanations for
why it flags certain events as suspicious, especially when flagged events are false positives.
Following this statement, we decided that - despite its usefulness - anomaly detection data
would likely detract from the analysis process if it was always visible in our visualization.
Overall, P2 said, the analyst would remain focused on the typical state of the network
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and would notice deviations from normal behavior more reliably than any single anomaly
detector.

As part of a final interview to receive feedback on our visualization mockup, we once again
presented our mockup to with P3, P4, and P5. Although these analysts work more closely
with cybersecurity data than P1 and P2, they asserted that the only visualizations they
regularly use are dashboards showing prioritized lists of alerts. The ISD analysts use vi-
sualizations primarily to satisfy their managers rather than for threat detection, and they
saw little immediate use in our visualization proof-of-concept. For direct feedback, they
emphasized maintaining simplicity in our visualization’s design, as some analysts have only
experienced “visualizations” created in Microsoft PowerPoint and Excel. Furthermore, they
suggested highlighting the most alarming events (perhaps through changing size or color) to
redirect the analyst’s attention toward the most pressing matters. Additionally, the analysts
expressed the desire to sort users and computers (e.g., grouping all administrators) and dis-
play the chain of events in an instance of lateral movement. For future talks with analysts,
they added, we should clearly specify the framework’s use cases: both the problem it solves
and its relevant network situations. In addition, we should establish an explicit method of
training analysts to use our framework to increase their understanding of the visualization’s
use cases.

When giving further advice, the analysts explained that our framework should be config-
urable (for example, allowing the analyst to specify which accounts are administrators). On
the subject of false positives in signature-based detectors, they viewed the events as tedious
to handle but not devastating for performance; as P3 said, “It’s detecting what you tell it to
detect. We don’t lose trust in a tool, we just lose trust in how we told it to aggregate events.”
False positives are unavoidable, but as long as they are predictable, an analyst can develop
a “profile” of normal false positives and will notice when the pattern of false positives differs
from this profile. The potential issue with anomaly-based tools is that it may be difficult for
the analyst to develop a profile of a tool that adapts based on the condition of the network
data it is using.

5.2 Experimentation for Hypothesis One

This section describes the results of the experiment described in Section 3.3: Analytics and
Evaluation of Hypothesis One, which we conducted to determine the validity of Hypothesis
One as described in the Introduction. This section contains the results of preprocessing
the data, the implementation of the Random Forest and Neural Network detectors, the
performance of these two detectors, and the performance of the ensemble. Initially, we
found that the ensemble did not have an acceptable diversity, and the Neural Network did
not have an acceptable performance. Because of this, we repeated the experiment with a
replacement detector to simulate an additional model.
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Preprocessing the Los Alamos Dataset

We began the experiment by preprocessing the Los Alamos authentication dataset to remove
all duplicate and incomplete events. After the initial preprocessing step, we isolated the
densest window of redteam activity to use as our dataset. This window included 20 redteam
events between times 764,106 and 765,017, reducing the size of the dataset from over one
billion events to a mere 161,344 events. We then labeled these remaining events as benign or
malicious based on the redteam dataset, using the assumption that the only malicious events
were those initiated by the redteam, as stated in the Los Alamos dataset’s documentation [?].

Initial Experiment Results

We executed the experiment for testing Hypothesis One as described in the Methodology
chapter. Table 5.1 presents the results of this experiment; it shows the diversity of the
ensemble in addition to the AUROCCs of the Random Forest detector, the Neural Network
detector, and the ensemble.

Trial Random Forest
AUROCC

Neural Network
AUROCC

Ensemble Diversity
(Absolute Value)

Ensemble
AUROCC

1 0.56 0.58 1 0.72
2 0.69 0.3 1 0.3
3 0.56 0.23 1 0.29
4 0.72 0.41 1 0.57
5 0.60 0.53 1 0.63
6 0.82 0.34 1 0.34
7 0.58 0.23 1 0.36
8 0.71 0.7 1 0.85
9 0.81 0.28 1 0.44
10 0.69 0.32 1 0.48
Average 0.68 0.39 1 0.5

Table 5.1: The results of the initial experiment used to test Hypothesis One. This table
shows the AUROCCs for the Random Forest, the Neural Network, and the ensemble, as well
as the ensemble diversity.

Because the average absolute value of the ensemble diversity metric (which represents the
correlation between predictions) for the ensemble of the Neural Network and Random Forest
was greater than our threshold of 0.75, it was not sufficiently diverse for this experiment.
Because of this, we executed a revised version of the experiment with a replacement detector.

Revised Experiment Results

For the second iteration of this experiment, we implemented a new detector to replace the
Neural Network, which had a lower average AUROCC than the Random Forest. Due to
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time constraints, we used a modified version of the Oracle – called the Imperfect Oracle –
rather than implementing a new machine learning model or refining our previous attempts.
The Imperfect Oracle detected anomalies based on an event’s ground truth label; however,
it did so with a random error of 20%. The results of this repeated experiment are shown in
Table 5.2.

Trial Random Forest
AUROCC

Imperfect Oracle
AUROCC

Ensemble Diversity
(absolute value)

Ensemble
AUROCC

1 0.63 0.81 0.20 0.92
2 0.56 0.75 0.33 0.85
3 0.61 0.71 1 0.87
4 0.86 0.69 1 0.97
5 0.75 0.80 0.11 0.95
6 0.69 0.80 0.33 0.94
7 0.64 0.63 1 0.79
8 0.70 0.72 0.33 0.84
9 0.55 0.68 0.11 0.72
10 0.79 0.8 1 0.96
Average 0.68 0.74 0.54 0.88

Table 5.2: The results of the revised experiment used to test Hypothesis One. This table
shows the AUROCC for the Random Forest, the Imperfect Oracle, and the ensemble, as well
as the ensemble diversity.

5.3 Experimentation for Hypothesis Two

This section describes the results of the alternate experiment described in Section 3.4: Visu-
alization and Evaluation of Hypothesis Two, which we conducted to determine the validity
of Hypothesis Two as described in the Introduction. This section contains the results of
preprocessing the dataset, a list of the visualization’s views and user interactions, and the
results from our final analyst evaluations.

Artificial Evaluation Dataset

To prepare the smaller dataset consisting of eight users (four of which were malicious) over 95
seconds, we preprocessed the original Los Alamos authentication dataset to remove duplicate
and incomplete events. From here, we isolated all redteam events to find the densest period of
unique redteam user activity. We decided to use the 95-second period between times 769,000
and 769,095, which contained redteam events from four users (U66@DOM1, U5254@DOM1,
U8601@DOM1, and U1048@DOM1). We then selected four benign users (U8731@DOM1,
U3451@DOM1, U640@DOM1, and U6146@DOM1) with activity in the same timespan to
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contribute more events to the dataset. The resulting dataset contained 272 events, four of
which were malicious.

Visualization

Figures 5.2a and 5.2b show the primary visualization views for the two subsets of the Los
Alamos dataset we used during the experiment. Figure 5.2a shows a “demo plot” of the first
10,000 events in the original Los Alamos dataset for familiarizing each subject with the visu-
alization, and Figure 5.2b shows the plot of the eight test users plotted against destination
computers. Figure 5.3 shows the timeplot – one of the main features of the visualization for
discovering more information about the recorded users – which was generated from isolating
User U22@DOM1’s events in the demo. Finally, Figure 5.4 demonstrates the use of the Raw
Data Dump feature on the Isolated Row screen, which allows the analyst to save a JSON
log of the users they have isolated and each of their events.

Feedback Session with Analysts

We conducted an informal interview with four analysts: P3, P5, P6, and P7. Overall, the
analysts considered our proof-of-concept a good tool to isolate a set of users or computers
worth exploring. According to one of the analysts we interviewed, it “would be a good
indicator” of anomalous activity. The main benefit was the ability to leverage the insight of
the human analyst in detecting suspicious activity. Analysts already rely on human deduction
to efficiently evaluate threats; the purpose of our framework was to give the analyst the best
perspective from which to do this. However, some aspects of it would need to change to best
suit the analysts’ needs. From the viewpoint of the analysts, our framework still presented
the “raw data,” which would take far too long to sift through. The estimated time to
investigate even ten user accounts was between one and three weeks, which would quickly
become unmanageable given the scale of most enterprise networks. One way to speed up
this process would be to provide user information (especially phone number or other contact
information) quickly and easily, but reducing the number of accounts that need investigation
in the first place is critical.

The analysts would prefer to have the framework filter out the most important events au-
tomatically, then display a much smaller subset in our visualization. At a minimum, the
framework should highlight the subsections of data that require further investigation; oth-
erwise, the amount of raw data involved greatly increases the difficulty in locating behavior
indicative of lateral movement. However, we confirmed the importance of minimizing the
number of false alerts. This filtering will reduce the false positive rate and reduce the burden
on the analyst. Analysts generally start to ignore the “criticality” (which we refer to as the
suspicion level) of alerts if the tools that generate them tend to generate false positives. In
addition, network heuristics tend to change on a weekly basis, which makes it difficult for de-
tectors to keep up. As one analyst said, they’re dealing with configuration errors “95% of the
time.” Analysts can usually tell whether an alert from a familiar signature-based anomaly
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(a) Visualization with Los Alamos Demo Dataset

(b) Visualization with Experiment Dataset

Figure 5.2: The Visualization Frontend showing authentication events from (a) the 10,000
event demonstration dataset, and (b) the dataset used in Experiment 1b. Columns (con-
figurable from dropdown menu above) represent the computers receiving authentications,
and rows represent the user account which has authenticated with the specified computer.
The color of an individual cell represents the relative volume of authentication events that
occurred for the given computer and user account, where light green indicates a lower con-
centration of events and dark blue indicates a higher concentration of events.

detector is a false positive: alerts are usually not false positives if they break the typical
pattern of the tool generating them. If our framework could not provide reliable anomaly
detectors, the analysts suggested using some other indicator (such as failed authentication
events) as a dimension for our visualization.

The analysts involved in our evaluation session had several other suggestions to improve the
usability of our framework. They suggested the addition of sorting and organizing methods,
especially ones that would highlight authentications at unusual times and distinguish between
different types of users and computers. In addition, because analysts may not be familiar
with the network they are monitoring, they would benefit from a display comparing current
user activity to that of the average user in the network. This would provide the analyst with
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Figure 5.3: This figure shows the Isolated Time Plot feature of the visualization on the Los
Alamos authentication events. When a block from a certain row is clicked, all events involving
that row’s location (default as Source User) are plotted against time. This figure shows
the result of isolating U22@DOM1 (columns represent all computers into which the user
authenticated, and rows represent the times in seconds during which these authentications
occurred). During normal operation of the visualization, the blocks are shaded according to
the Ensemble Engine’s predicted suspicion level for the user/computer events at this time;
however, to isolate the experiment as only comparing event time/locations without external
aids, we left the blocks unshaded.

a benchmark of user behavior and assist them in more accurately determining when a given
account is suspicious.

In addition, our framework must display data from multiple sources to be useful; otherwise,
it would not effectively capture the whole picture. Correlating logs from multiple sources is
especially important because authentication logs are noisy and unpredictable: some events
may be dropped or duplicated an unknown number of times. Other data would include
information on the user accounts (admin status, password changes, time zone, etc.) and
computers (server vs. client, etc.). Although we would not necessarily have access to this
in real-world data, it was important to support it if at all possible. Adding the data to the
summary displayed while hovering over a cell would prove especially helpful.
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Figure 5.4: This figure shows the Raw Data Dump feature of the visualization on the Los
Alamos authentication events. The value U3@DOM1 was selected for the user account, and
the report shows the entire set of authentication events that occurred from User U3@DOM1
in the dataset being used.

Evaluation with Analysts

We presented the eight-user experimental dataset in our visualization, described as contain-
ing between one and seven redteam users utilizing lateral movement, to four subjects in an
informal evaluation. We asked each subject to examine the details of each user’s data be-
fore classifying them as either “malicious” or “benign.” The results from this experiment are
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shown in Figures 5.5 and 5.6, which display both the raw results of each analyst’s predictions
and an analysis of their success and error rates.

Figure 5.5: The analysts’ results from classifying the users in the experimental Los Alamos
dataset as either malicious or benign.
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Figure 5.6: The analysts’ results from classifying the users in the experimental Los Alamos
dataset, shown in terms of success and error metrics.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

6.1 Discussion of Hypothesis One

Because the ensemble did not meet our required metrics for the execution of Experiment 1a,
we decided to repeat the procedure with a different ensemble configuration in Experiment 1b.
Because the ensemble diversity in our experiment was extremely poor, and the AUROCC of
one of the detectors was below 0.5, our Experiment 1a broke the assumptions that ensemble
learning is based on. An improvement over the average AUROCC with an ensemble is only
expected when the error of each component detector is below 50%, which was not the case
with Experiment 1a. Given this situation, we did not expect our ensemble’s AUROCC
to be an improvement over those of the two component detectors. Indeed, the ensemble’s
AUROCC of 0.497 was significantly lower than the Random Forest’s AUROCC of 0.675, and
was even lower than the average detector AUROCC of 0.5335. As such, we could not use
the Experiment 1a results of this ensemble to evaluate Hypothesis One.

In order to correct this, we replaced the Neural Network - which had the lower AUROCC of
the two detectors - with an improved detector. The Neural Network most likely performed
poorly because it only considered the Authentication Type, Logon Type, Authentication Ori-
entation, and Success or Failure. These features were likely less indicative of lateral move-
ment than the features used by the Random Forest detector (Source User, Source Computer,
Destination User, and Destination Computer). Unfortunately, applying these four features
to the Neural Network would not have been a trivial task; since neural networks create a
new input node for all possible values of the input features (see Section 4.3: Framework
Components), adding these four features would have resulted in a neural network with more
than 30,000 input nodes. Such a large number of input nodes would have introduced noise
into the model, likely reducing its accuracy rather than improving it.

Thus, instead of improving the Neural Network detector, we developed a new detector: the
Imperfect Oracle detector. The Imperfect Oracle was a modified version of the Oracle that
assigned an incorrect value to 20% of events. Ideally, we would have used a detector that did
not use the ground truth labels to test our ensemble in a more “realistic” scenario; however,
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due to time constraints, we decided that it would be infeasible to implement a third non-
trivial detector. Additionally, because Hypothesis One was independent of the details of
the component detectors, implementing this trivial detector did not reduce the experiment’s
ability to validate the hypothesis.

Because the detector AUROCCs were both greater than 0.5 and the ensemble’s diversity
(0.54) was less than the upper bound of 0.75, the experiment using the Random Forest
and Imperfect Oracle was a valid test of Hypothesis One. Thus, our evidence supported
Hypothesis One because the average ensemble AUROCC across the 10 trials (0.881) was
larger than the AUROCCs of the Random Forest (0.677) and the Imperfect Oracle (0.738).
In fact, the ensemble had a significantly larger AUROCC than that of its best component
detector, rather than merely outperforming the average AUROCC, which demonstrated that
the diversity was far enough from the threshold for the ensemble to see great improvements
over the individual detectors.

6.2 Discussion of Hypothesis Two

Informal Analyst Evaluation

Although our existing proof-of-concept framework was not immediately usable for lateral
movement detection, the concept has the potential to be useful for this purpose. Because
our implemented framework was merely a proof-of-concept, we did not expect any of our
code to be used in future work; however, the concepts and results are capable of informing
future efforts in similar directions. We found several aspects of our framework that could be
improved in addition to new features that could be implemented.

The most important improvements are ones that increase the chances for an analyst to
isolate subsets of the data to investigate. One potential improvement would be some sort
of preprocessing to remove all but the most relevant events. Because the datasets we used
are far too large to view in a single visualization, and the timespans involved are measured
in days or weeks rather than seconds or minutes, a sparse display of the most suspicious
events would be significantly more helpful to the analysts than a simple display of all the
raw data involved. Although lateral movement may have been visible at small scales in
certain configurations of our visualization, none of us were able to isolate redteam activity
even in relatively small datasets that included all events in a time range greater than a few
seconds. Another enhancement to enable the analyst to isolate suspicious activity would
be a data fusion method that effectively combines authentication logs with logs of other
processes. Although correlating process logs to authentication logs would be invaluable
when determining which users are conducting which activities, this is a difficult problem
if logoffs are not recorded (which is the case in most networks). Although our framework
was designed to be extensible and make use of multiple data sources, this problem must
be solved before the framework can reach its full potential. A smaller - but still useful -
feature would be a display of the “average” user activity to use as a benchmark to define
normal behavior. Because many analysts do not know what the typical behavior looks like
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for a given network, an example would be invaluable for determining whether a given user
is conducting suspicious behavior.

The analysts we interviewed also had several suggestions for more small-scale (but nonethe-
less important) features to implement. A method for implementing additional sorting and
filtering techniques would be a helpful way to fit the requirements of individual networks.
The most important of these is a sorting method that accounts for unique users or com-
puters in authentication events, rather than a simple count of all the authentication events
associated with the given user or computer. One extension suggested by our framework’s
structure is the addition of signature-based anomaly detectors to improve reliability and
analyst control. This would be relatively easy to implement, as our framework is designed
to enable the addition of arbitrary detectors as plugins. This adaptation, though simple,
is important to mention because it would make the framework much more understandable
and trustworthy to the analysts using it. Ideally, the framework would display justifications
for detector estimates of suspicion levels for individual events. Several of our sources have
confirmed that analysts will not fully trust alerts if they do not know the reasoning be-
hind them, so this feature would enable the analyst to determine whether the justification
is valid without needing to investigate further. This would be much easier to implement
with signature-based detectors than anomaly-based detectors, though it could presumably
be done using either method.

The analyst could also make use of timezone and other time-related information to highlight
unusual user activity in terms of time. Because many APTs operate from other time zones,
this would be a relatively simple way to detect APTs if the network being protected is
largely centered in a single timezone. Displaying a more complete summary to the analyst
when they hover over a square of the heatmap would also make anomalous activity easier
to see. This information could be difficult to visualize directly, but it may still be essential
in determining whether a given account is involved in lateral movement. Displaying this
information in a summary of the currently selected square of the heatmap visualization is
the most efficient and intuitive way to convey it to the analyst.

Experiment Results

While our original plan for an experiment on the visualization required having analyst sub-
jects distinguish between two subsets of the Los Alamos dataset, one containing redteam
events and the other containing no such events, we realized that this plan was infeasible due
to the size of the datasets it would require. In the past, we had primarily tested the visu-
alization on a sample dataset containing 10,000 events (the same one used for our alternate
experiment’s demonstration phase). Because the visualization remained responsive when
using this dataset (with a lag time of less than half a second at most), we did not realize
that our new datasets would exceed the visualization’s technical capabilities. Indeed, even
our smallest redteam dataset of 160,000 events required approximately 1 minute of loading,
and all attempts to scroll or interact with the visualization in this state resulted in significant
lag time.
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While we typically did not prioritize usability for the sake of our hypothesis-driven project,
we agreed that asking analysts to participate in an evaluation using an unresponsive visual-
ization would be unfair to the analysts involved and would inevitably produce poor results.
For this reason, we redesigned the experiment to operate on a much smaller dataset that
could easily render in our visualization, allowing the subject to minimize overhead in oper-
ating the visualization and quickly see the results of their operations. Given more time, we
would have improved our visualization’s technical efficiency, allowing us to conduct the origi-
nal experiment in order to observe the visualization’s effectiveness on a more realistic dataset
compared to a very filtered set of explicit redteam users. However, as we performed the al-
ternate experiment within the final two weeks of the project, such efficiency improvements
would fall outside the scope of our project and its time constraints.

In the final results of our alternate experiment, we discovered that our visualization’s ar-
rangement of network data by time and location pairs did not provide the analyst with a
strong aid for identifying anomalous activity. On a grade from 0 to 8 of correctly labeled
users, each subject scored within one point of 4/8 (or 50% accuracy), with a maximum of
only two out of the four redteam users labeled as malicious. Multiple subjects noted the
difficulty in identifying malicious users with only one or two events through the timeset (i.e.,
U8601@DOM1 and U5254@DOM1), who appeared on the visualization as ostensibly benign
users simply logging into a single computer. While the subjects produced a relatively low
number of false positives in their classification, only 1/4 at most, the higher rate of false
negatives indicates that this proof-of-concept visualization cannot be used to reliably isolate
malicious users from benign ones. However, one major limitation of this evaluation was that
many analysts found our proof-of-concept visualization difficult to use, and at least half of
them forgot that they could change the axes on the heatmap. Although all members of the
team could see a clear difference between redteam and benign users in a certain combination
of dimensions, most of the analysts involved in the evaluation did not see this view because of
the difficulty of changing dimensions in our proof-of-concept. Thus, it was unclear whether
our ability to determine which users were involved in redteam activity was due to the clarity
of our visualization or merely our familiarity with the Los Alamos dataset.

Through analysis of the qualitative feedback from analysts and the experiment results out-
lined above, we have determined that our evidence did not support Hypothesis Two: our
visualization of times and locations from authentication network records did not produce
a visible pattern of lateral movement between nodes. However, this conclusion does not
invalidate the visualization technique’s usefulness for presenting network data to analysts.
Rather, it simply exposes the limitations of our project’s scope and highlights the need
for continued analyst support in network monitoring, record collecting, and visualization
tool development in order to improve lateral movement detection. As multiple analysts
highlighted during our interviews, the Los Alamos authentication dataset conveys heavily
limited information, containing no data regarding a computer’s IP address, subnet group-
ing, or criticality, and the logins lack details regarding their numeric authentication type
(frequently used to track pass-the-hash attacks). Since analysts will frequently search for
anomalies in these additional fields when attempting to determine a user’s authenticity, a
visualization that supports filtering or sorting datasets with this supplemental information is
far more likely to quickly and accurately direct the analyst’s attention to the network’s most
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suspicious users. By combining support for supplemental authentication record information
with the visualization’s ability to quickly display clusters or outliers in the rows and columns,
the visualization will continue to direct analysts toward interesting parts of the dataset while
presenting more heuristics to accurately pinpoint malicious intent in the events.

6.3 Future Work

This section discusses the aspects of this MQP that we did not address due to time and
resource constraints and poses them as topics for future exploration. In addition, we will
also cover future opportunities for usage of our framework at the Lincoln Lab.

Our framework’s database architecture stored all data points as character strings. This
allowed the schema to be generalized to fit most cybersecurity datasets; however, it simul-
taneously reduced the dimensionality of the data. This reduction of dimensions may have
eliminated valuable information; in the case of an IP address, storing values as strings would
not allow the data to represent the network topology, which could be valuable information.
It would be worthwhile to explore database schemas that remain flexible for a variety of
cybersecurity datasets, yet allow for more sophisticated data representation.

The framework’s implementation of many algorithms, data structures, and database queries
were inefficient, which limited the volume of data that the framework could process. If these
were optimized to allow the framework to handle larger volumes of data, the performance
of the individual detectors (and the ensemble) would likely improve due to the increased
volume of training data. This improvement would likely allow our Random Forest Detector
to reach an AUROCC near 0.9, as described in the paper Using Bipartite Anomaly Features
For Cyber Security Applications [19].

To enable the detector plugins to be language-agnostic, we executed their code using Java’s
exec command. Doing so introduced a tremendous security risk; it allowed for the execution
of arbitrary code. If our framework were to be used by anyone outside of this MQP team, this
vulnerability would need to be addressed. One option to mitigate this risk is to sandbox the
detectors. Sandboxing is the practice of separating the execution of a process on a machine
from all other processes, with the goal of limiting the malicious capabilities of the sandboxed
process. This practice could be implemented to reduce the vulnerability of the framework,
but a more thorough investigation of the framework’s security would still be necessary.

Opportunities at MIT Lincoln Laboratory

The Lincoln Lab and its sponsors have expressed interest in conducting research into lateral
movement, and as a project designed to examine the capabilities for analytics and visualiza-
tions to detect lateral movement, our framework will most likely complement and support
their efforts in this endeavor. In particular, members of Group 58 (Cyber Analytics and
Decision Systems) have developed a tool known as Dynamic Flow Isolation (DFI), which
leverages technology in software-defined networking systems to dynamically control access
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between hosts and enforce the “principle of least privilege,” which restricts users from access-
ing resources that lie outside the requirements of their role. One of DFI’s main applications
is the protection of its networks against lateral movement, made possible by removing full
network connectivity and only permitting users to access required business resources on the
network. As the network dynamically adapts to logon events and sensor data to establish
and enforce user privilege, the rule-based network controllers will automatically reject user
attempts to move laterally into unauthorized hosts.

Considering DFI’s use as a tool to hinder lateral movement on networks, our project frame-
work has the strong potential to support and verify DFI’s performance in this regard. Dur-
ing redteam exercises on DFI-protected networks, our framework could potentially ingest
datasets of the network events and output them into the detection and visualization com-
ponents, allowing the testing analysts to view a succinct summary of network activity for
the exercise. In this manner, our framework will allow the analyst to observe DFI’s success
in preventing redteam lateral movement: for events occurring when DFI has been enabled,
the analyst can use the visualization to verify the lack of clear, malicious lateral movement
within the network. The analyst can then compare these results to another set of events cor-
responding to when DFI has been disabled, in which he or she would expect to see evidence
of unauthorized network movement spreading across hosts in the visualization’s patterns.
Conversely, DFI could also support attempts to acquire “clean” datasets (ones lacking lat-
eral movement) for testing the framework; logging events on DFI-protected networks would
greatly reduce the chance of mistakenly adding data with unauthorized movement to a
ground truth dataset.

In general, as MIT Lincoln Laboratory continues to research lateral movement and strategies
for its mitigation, our framework could provide useful support for validating the performance
of current and future tools designed for this purpose. Similarly, as methods to detect or
isolate lateral movement continue to gain momentum in upcoming years, the framework can
leverage these strategies to provide more accurate detections and displays of lateral movement
in its visualization. As such, while our framework will require continued development to
increase its effectiveness at pinpointing malicious events, the project can establish a mutually
symbiotic relation with lateral movement prevention tools within the Lincoln Lab, catalyzing
and accelerating the research process into lateral movement as a whole.
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Appendix A

Requirement Interview Questions

The following is the default set of Requirement interview questions used to obtain information
regarding intrusion detection, APTs, lateral movement, and cyber visualization from analysts
in our first meeting with them. Interviews with analysts were in a semi-structured format,
and each conversation focused primarily on the analyst’s greatest area of expertise within the
domain of our project. As such, not every interview strictly followed the questions outlined
below; we gave increased attention to questions particularly relevant to a particular analyst’s
background, and only devoted limited time to questions about which the analyst had less
experience.

1. What is your job at Lincoln Laboratory?

2. How long have you been working at Lincoln Laboratory?

3. How much experience do you have in intrusion detection and cybersecurity visualiza-
tion?

4. Do you believe Advanced Persistent Threats (APTs) should be a large concern for
everyday cybersecurity (at Lincoln Laboratory or outside)?

5. Are you familiar with the concept of Lateral Movement by an APT?

(a) If so, how would you precisely define the term?

6. Does your work include detecting APTs and/or Lateral Movement, or other anomalous
network behavior?

(a) If so, what are the tools and techniques you typically use for this?

(b) If not, what tools and techniques might you try to use when you start?

(c) What tools and techniques are typically used for this by most cybersecurity ana-
lysts?

7. In regards to the aforementioned tools:

(a) What works particularly well for helping to detect APTs?
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(b) What are the greatest challenges and shortcomings in the intrusion detection
process?

8. Which phase in the killchain are analysts and defenders most likely to detect and stop
an APT?

9. If an APT or lateral movement is detected while still active, what information within
the data is necessary to know in order to mitigate and/or eliminate the threat?

10. What patterns in data do analysts search for when trying to find evidence of lateral
movement (or an APT in general)?

11. Do cybersecurity analysts generally use data visualization tools to investigate patterns
in large datasets in their cybersecurity work?

(a) Could these data visualizations be relevant to the field of intrusion detection and
locating APTs?

12. Do you have any ideas for features that would improve your detection process or general
ease of use in a visualization?

13. Are 2D matrix/heatmap-based visualizations commonly used in cybersecurity, or are
these visualization types relatively rare?

14. [after explaining the intuition behind our visualization concept] Do you believe the
assumptions we have outlined about the threat are reasonable? Do you think you could
make sense out of the visualization we have proposed, if it were built and loaded with
data? Are there any other types of visualization that would likely be more conducive
to identifying lateral movement?

15. Do analysts feel fatigue from handling false positive alerts from the tools or processes
they use?

(a) In general, is the false positive rate a more significant problem than the false
negative rate?

16. When analysts receive an alert about anomalous or malicious behavior, how do they
validate whether the alert describes a genuine problem?

17. Do analysts look at the output of different methods and tools in order to validate these
alerts?

(a) If so, what are the strengths and weaknesses of combining different analytics’
methods and tools through the intrusion detection process?
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Appendix B

Literature Review Search Terms

The most common search terms we used for our literature review were:

• Lateral movement with additional terms:

– APT

– Computer

– Detection

– Network

– Threat

– Splunk

– BRO

– Ikram Ullah

• Visualization with additional terms:

– Network

– APT

– Detection

– Cyber

– Human-centered design

– Anomaly

• Combinations of visualization and lateral movement, along with the terms:

– IP address

– Cybersecurity
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– Attack graph

– External

• SIEM (Security Information and Event Management) with additional terms:

– Security

– Lateral movement

• Pass the hash

• Ensemble learning with additional terms:

– Data fusion

– Machine learning

– Diversity

– Methods

In addition to these search terms, we relied on the references of useful papers to access
related sources. We prioritized reading papers that were cited multiple times because they
were more likely to be reliable and helpful sources.
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Glossary

Analyst A cybersecurity expert capable of detecting and managing threats and intrusions
in their organization’s network. i, iii–v, 3–5, 8–10, 13, 14, 16, 18, 21–24, 31, 32, 34–37,
44–46, 48, 50–54, 56–58, 61, 62, 64–68

Anomaly-Based Strategy An intrusion detection strategy that establishes a profile of
normal user behavior and flags events that deviate from these profiles. 3, 9, 10, 14, 21,
50, 51, 54, 65

APT Advanced Persistent Threat. i, ii, iv, v, c, 1–3, 6–10, 16, 19, 21, 23, 24, a, b, f, 50, 51,
65

AUROCC Area Under the Receiver Operating Characteristic Curve. iv, v, 3–5, 11, 29, 30,
f, 40, 41, 48, 55, 56, 63, 64, 67

Cyberattack An illegal attempt to harm someone’s computer system or the information
on it, generally with the use of the Internet. iv, 1, 6, f

Cybersecurity Measures taken to protect a computer or computer system (as on the In-
ternet) against unauthorized access or attack. i–iv, c, 3, 4, 10, 13, 19, 20, 23–25, a, b,
e, 32, 34, 35, 43, 46, 51, 54, 67

Cyberspace The environment in which communication over computer networks occurs.
1–3

Ensemble A collection of detectors whose individual predictions are combined into a single,
more accurate prediction. Most commonly used in the context of machine learning. i,
iv, v, d, 3–5, 12, 13, 23, 26, 28–31, 38, 40–42, 45–48, 54–56, 59, 63, 64, 67

Ensemble Diversity A key metric in ensembles which encapsulates the systematic differ-
ences in predictions between detectors. Diverse detectors will make different kinds of
errors and thus be more diverse. viii, 12, 29–31, 55, 56, 63, 64

False Negative Rate The rate at which events in a prediction are incorrectly classified as
negative. It is calculated with FN

FN+TP
. 3, 22

False Positive Rate The rate at which events in a prediction are incorrectly classified as
positive. It is calculated with FP

FP+TN
. iv, 3, 10, 11, 22, 29
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Hypothesis One An anomaly detector ensemble that combines the predictions from a suf-
ficiently diverse set of component anomaly detectors will detect malicious events with
an AUROCC that is greater than or equal to the average AUROCC of its component
detectors. 3, 5, 25, 29, 31, 54–56, 63, 64

Hypothesis Two A visualization that organizes anomalous events based on each event’s
time, location, and suspicion level will allow an analyst to determine whether a given
pattern of events is caused by lateral movement. 4, 5, 23–25, 31, 34–36, 56, 66

Intrusion Detection the process of monitoring the events occurring in a computer system
or network and analyzing them for signs of possible incidents. 3, 9, 10, 20, 24

ISD Information Services Department. 24, 34, 50, 51, 53, 54

Lateral Movement The process of moving within a network to gain further access and
control. One of the typical steps of an APT. i, iv, v, c, d, 3–5, 7–9, 14, 16, 18, 19,
21–24, 31, 32, 34, 36, 37, 50–54, 57, 60, 63–68

Lincoln Lab MIT Lincoln Laboratory. iii–v, 23, 24, 31, 32, 35, 49–51, 67, 68

LRNOC Lincoln Research Network Operations Center. 24, 50, 51, 53

Machine Learning The cross-section between computer science, statistics, and signal pro-
cessing that aims to develop programs capable of learning a specific functionality based
on preexisting data. iv, v, 3–5, 10–12, e, 31, 47

MQP Major Qualifying Project. i, iii, 3, 4, 11, 19, 26, 39, 47, 48, 67

NIST National Institute of Standards and Technology. 9

P1 Person 1. 50–54

P2 Person 2. 50, 52–54

P3 Person 3. 50–52, 54, 57

P4 Person 4. 50–52, 54

P5 Person 5. 50–52, 54, 57

P6 Person 6. 57

P7 Person 7. 57

Redteam A reference to the practice of “red versus blue” cyberattack and cyberdefense
training exercises. “Redteam” is generally synonymous with “malicious”. 19, 20, 24,
25, 30, 32, 33, 35, 36, 47, 55, 56, 60, 64–66, 68

ROC Receiver Operating Characteristic. vii, 11, 29, 48
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SCGDM Suspiciousness Cascading Graph Detection Method. 21–23

SCP Secure Copy Protocol. 2

Signature-Based Strategy An intrusion detection strategy that encodes signatures, or
information about behaviors that are known to be indicative of intrusion, and filters
events based on these signatures. 3, 9, 10, 14, 21, 22, 51, 54, 57, 65

VM Virtual Machine. 2
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